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1  DEVELOPMENT AREA DESCRIPTION 

1.1  Location and Extent 

The Porus Development Area covers some 5,075 ha (19.6 square 
miles) in the Milk River watershed (Figure DA7-1).   It extends south 
from Porus to St. Jago, following the parish boundary and the base of 
the Manchester Plateau.  

The town of Porus is some ten miles southeast of Mandeville, at the 
western end of the Milk River pass used by the A2 main road (Figure 
DA7-2) and the Kingston to Montego Bay railway.  It is bounded by 
Coffee Grove in the north, Spring Grove in the south, Trinity to the 
west and Whitney Turn in the east. 

Figure DA7-2  Stalls along the Main Road outside Porus 
 
The area has gone through significant changes, including the effects of 
the closure of the railway, the expansion of road traffic, and the 
growth of suburban Mandeville.   It showed the highest rate of growth 
of all nine Development Areas between 1991 and 2001 but is now 
challenged by extensive groundwater flooding, the expansion of 
bauxite mining, and the proposed construction of Highway 2000. 

1.2 Development Area Definition 

1.2.1 Current community/district definitions.  As presently 
identified by the SDC and the MPDC, the Porus Development Area 
includes three communities and over 30 districts: 
 Porus: Berrydale, Hampton Road, Porus Proper, Redberry, River 

Bottom, Ramble, Trinity, Spring Grove, Clarkes Town, Battersea, 
Whitney Turn, Wait-A-Bit, Street Head, Pendly, Mt. Pleasant, Bay 
Day, Prentis Hill, Whitfield, Old Porus, Melrose, Top and Bottom 
Coffee Grove, Hampton Road, Good Hope, Water Mouth.  
 Harmons: Harmons Proper, St. Jago; Reeveswood, New City, Green 

Pond, Disk Gate, John Robinson; 
 Scott’s Pass: Bottom St. Toolis, Scott’s Pass Proper, Top St. Toolis. 

1.2.2 Relation to other/former definitions.  Top Coffee Grove (ED 
C20) was previously considered part of Williamsfield.  It is now 
included in Porus.  The boundaries need to be adjusted accordingly. 
The area known as Arcadia is now a part of Porus Proper.   

1.2.3 Relation to Enumeration Districts (EDs). The approximate DA 
boundaries, following 1991 ED boundaries and Census Special Area 
boundaries are shown on Figure DA7-3.  The 2001 ED and Special 
Area boundaries are not yet available.  

1.2.4 Relation to Parish Council Divisions.  The DA includes parts 
of the Royal Flat and Newport Divisions as well as Porus (Figure 2-7).  

1.2.5 Relation to TPD DO1 districts. The extent of the Porus 
Growth Center Study Area (Figure DA7-1) may require rethinking.      

1.2.6 Criteria for Development Area Definition. (See Chapter 2.)   
The following considerations may guided future boundary changes to 
achieve an effective multi-purpose development area: 

 
1 Town Planning Department Development Order.  The DO is being reviewed and 
revised by the Manchester Parish Council and the Planning and Development Division 
of the National Environment and Planning Agency (NEPA). 
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Porus DA includes Whitney Turn and Scott’s Pass, parts of which 
lie east of the Manchester-Clarendon boundary;  

Residents of these and other communities south of Porus are 
somewhat oriented to Clarendon/Tollgate as well as Mandeville 
(see Section 2.1.4); 

The DA may have a closer relationship with Williamsfield in 
future, as new housing, especially in the Melrose area, strengthens 
links.  

 

2 SOCIAL CONDITIONS 

2.1 Demographics 

2.1.1 Population Growth.  The 1991 population of the Porus DA 
(in the Enumeration Districts now assigned to the DA) was 10,034 
(Table DA7.1).  ED boundaries for 2001 are not yet available digitally 
to permit accurate determination of trends.   

According to STATIN, the Special Area’s growth has been rapid over 
the past decade – from 5,094 in 1991 to 6,549 in 2001, the fastest rate 
(28.54%) of all of Manchester’s Special Areas (see Table DA7.2).   

Table DA7.1  Porus Development Area, Population by Enumeration District, 1991 
1991 POPULATION 1991 

E.D. # 
SP. 

AREA DA # COMMUNITY FEMALE MALE TOTAL 
 

HA 
POP 

DENS 
 

RESERVED FOR 2001 CENSUS FIGURES 
C16   3 11_05  143 169 312 46.25 6.75
C17   3 11_05  233 221 454 43.27 10.49
C18   3 11_05  249 212 461 100.95 4.57
C19   3 11_05  189 160 349 35.19 9.92
C26  11_05  90 82 172 113.48 1.52
C27  11_05  188 226 414 601.68 0.69
C28  11_05  271 259 530 149.52 3.54
S38  11_05  75 91 166 150.67 1.10
S39  11_05  279 311 590 946.15 0.62   
S40  11_05  176 178 354 292.51 1.21
S41  11_05  152 144 296 212.97 1.39   
S42  11_05  183 193 376 121.63 3.09
S43   3 11_05  333 388 721 124.31 5.80
S44   3 11_05  290 283 573 129.91 4.41
S45  11_05  161 157 318 374.20 0.85
S46   3 11_05  420 396 816 302.54 2.70
S47   3 11_05  282 227 509 41.72 12.20
S48      3 11_05  215 167 382 12.50 30.56
S49   3 11_05  254 264 518 46.68 11.10
S50  11_05  271 257 528 229.13 2.30   
S51  11_05  216 229 445 660.58 0.67
S52  11_05  138 155 293 243.06 1.21
S53  11_05  246 211 457 96.52 4.73
TOTAL DA 5054 4980 10034 5075.41 1.98
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Table DA7.2   Porus Special Area Population and Housing Trends 1991-2001 

Source: STATIN 2002

Between 1982 and 1991, there was an increase in the share of the 
population made up by females.  This could suggest out-migration of 
males in response to slow growth during the decade  (Table DA7.4).   

During the previous decade, growth was very slow, adding only 173 
to the 1982 total of 4,922 (Table DA7.3), for reasons that are not clear.    
 
Table DA7.3  Porus Population Size and Change  

Table DA7.4  Porus Sex Ratio   (female per 100 males) 

  

                                              2001 1991 % Change 1991-2001 
 Population Dwellings Persons / Dwg. Population Dwellings Persons / Dwg. Population Dwellings Persons / Dwg. 
Jamaica 2,599,334     723,343 3.6 2,380,567 568,569 4.2 9.19 27.22 -14.29
Manchester 185,267         50,667 3.7 159,606 35,684 4.5 16.08 41.99 -17.78
Mandeville Special Area 47,886         13,937 3.4 39,546 9,250 4.3 21.09 50.67 -20.93
Christiana Special Area 8,243         2,142 3.8 7,235 1,606 4.5 13.93 33.37 -15.56
Porus Special Area 6,549        1,923 3.4 5,095 1,224 4.2 28.54 57.11 -19.05
Spalding Special Area 578         160 3.6 5716 145 4.0 -89.89 10.34 -10.00
Coleyville Special Area 2,178         584 3.7 1,740 401 4.3 25.17 45.64 -13.95
Mile Gully Special Area 2,126         568 3.7 1,935 422 4.6 9.87 34.60 -19.57
Williamsfield Special Area 4,237        1,178 3.6 3,374 722 4.7 25.58 63.16 -23.40
Newport Special Area 2,435         666 3.7 2,038 457 4.5 19.48 45.73 -17.78
Pratville Special Area 1,343         412 3.3 1,209 302 4.0 11.08 36.42 -17.50
Cross Keys Special Area 1,648         453 3.6 1,660 360 4.6 -0.72 25.83 -21.74
Alligator Pond Special Area 1,878         523 3.6 1,542 376 4.1 21.79 39.10 -12.20

Year 1982 1991 2001 
Population 4,922 5,095 6,549
Intercensal Change  3.59% 28.54% 
Annual Growth Rate  0.38% 2.86% 
% of  Parish Population  3.25% 3.53% 

 YEAR MALE FEMALE TOTAL SEX RATIO 
1982 
1991 

2425 
2487 

2497 
2608 

4922 
5095 

102 
104 

2015     

2.1.2 Population Distribution and Density.  The town of Porus has 
a fairly evenly distributed population, with densities slightly higher 
along the main road than among the communities to the north.  

In 1991, the 0-24 age group dominated the population representing 
about 59% of the population.  This was less than the 1982 share (61%).  
The older population (59 years and over) also declined by 4%, while 
the adult population (25-64 years) grew by approximately 16%. The TPD reported that between 1982 and 1991 settlements like Clarkes 

Town, Arcadia Pen and Trinity experienced negative population 
growth.  Meanwhile, significant growth occurred in Spring Grove, in 
Watermount and, especially, in Coffee Grove, which grew by 52%.  

2.1.3 Population Projections and Implications.  In 1996, the TPD 
anticipated a continuation of the previous decade’s slow growth.  It 
projected that by the year 2015 Porus would have a population of 
5,580, adding only about 20 persons per year (Table DA7-5).    In 1991 Porus had a population density of about 1.98 persons per 

hectare.  By 2001 this can be expected to have increased significantly. 
But an accurate comparison awaits mapping of the new census data. 

In fact, the projected population was substantially exceeded in 2001.  
The growth likely reflected land availability, the accessibility provided 
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by location on the A2 and the expansion of mobility by road after the 
lowering of imported vehicle duty in 1993. 

Table DA7.5  Porus Population Projection 1991 – 2015 

 Source: TPD 
 
Based on its projection the TPD expected that the young and old 
population to continue to decline.  It therefore advised a primary 
focus on providing jobs for the growing adult age group and a 
secondary focus on upgrading social services and facilities.  While 
the former must always be a priority, the high growth rate can now 
be expected to place greater demands on social facilities. 

2.1.3 Gender Issues.  In rural communities suffering high levels of 
unemployment, residents say men are more likely to be hired than 
women, especially if they have a skill (see Section 2.2.1).  

2.1.4 Mobility.  People in the northern districts from Melrose to 
Ramble go to Porus for:  
− The Post Office 
− The Health Center 
− School 
− Entertainment – to dance, sing, attend show 
− The Police Station 
− Collecting pension 
− Banking/ATM 
− Shopping 
− Other business and 
− The Community Center 

They go to Kingston for higglering and to Mandeville for work, school, 
shopping and the hospital, shopping, appliances, banking, work, and 
paying taxes.  The fire station is also located in Mandeville.   

Communities further south are oriented to Clarendon as well as Porus.  
People in Reeveswood go to May Pen for schools, business, shopping, 
banking and paying taxes.  Residents of John Robinson and Harmons 
go to Porus for the Post Office, Health Center and schools, to 
Mandeville for schools, doctor visits and banking services, and 
Tollgate for shopping.  Many also get work in Clarendon canefields.   

SEX YEAR 
 1991 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 
Male  911 915 932 950 968 987
Female       432 430 438 447 456 464
Total       1343 1345 1370 1397 1424 1451

From southern districts, taxi fare is $50 to Porus, Mandeville and 
Tollgate and only $50 more to May Pen.    

2.1.5 Migration Patterns.  Information not provided. 

2.2 Occupation, Skills, Economic and Employment Status 

2.2.1 Labour Force and Employment.  The principal economic 
activity in Porus is agriculture.  There are a few coffee plantations in 
the northern communities (Coffee Grove) and cash crops in the south.   

According to STATIN, in 1991, 1,343 persons were in the labor force, 
26% of the population, a majority being male, down from 28% in 
1982.  Despite the decline, the dependency ratio improved from 
94/100 in 1982 to 88/100 in 1991.  Some 80% of the labour force was 
employed, up from 71% in 1982.  Unemployment has clearly 
increased in recent years, although 2001 census data cannot yet be 
compared accurately with past trends.  Residents of Ramble told the 
Facilitators in July 2003 of the need for employment. “Out of 100 
persons about 90 not working in both sexes,” said one young man.  
“Some persons get seasonal job at Alpart but they are the only ones 
being used each season.  Alpart need fi rotate di wuk.”    

Unemployment was the most significant issue for Melrose (18-35) and 
Trinity and Coffee Grove (all age groups). “After students finish high 
school they have nothing to do. … There are skilled persons … but 
they are unable to use their talents.  The women in the community 
resort to selling ice cream, ice and days work-washing; while the men 
gravitate to seasonal jobs in supermarkets, and farming as their source 
of employment.” 

People in Harmons also expressed the need for assistance to re-start a 
farming group—most persons stopped due to the fact that mining 
should start in the area. They are concerned about where and how 
farmers get to continue their livelihood.  In other communities, people 
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said that mining has taken the traditional subsistence livelihood of 
farmers.    

2.2.2 Occupations and Skills. The district interventions revealed a 
depth of human resources, especially in the northern districts.  
Responses from Green Pond and John Robinson indicated heavy 
dependence in the south on the canefields to the east of Manchester. 

2.2.3 Training Opportunities.  Porus residents expressed extreme 
regret over the “very destructive” closing of the Norman Manley Skill 
Centre at the community center in the 1970s after some 30 years.  
Their vision includes the reopening of this center, where the MIND 
program began.   Residents of most of the districts recently visited 
stressed the need for training and retraining opportunities, despite the 
skills recorded above. 
 

Table DA7-6  Reported Occupations and Skills by District in the Porus DA, 2003
Coffee Grove Melrose Hampton Road Trinity Spring Grove Redberry Clarkes Town Reeveswood 

Chicken rearers (20) Mainly farmers Farmers Teachers (3 female) Footballers 4 Principals (3 
male, 1 female) 

Masons “Whole heap a 
young people” 

Electricians (15) Retired teachers Plumbers Registered nurse Masons Shopkeepers Carpenters Electrician 
Teachers (4) Teachers (2, female) Electrician     Practical nurse Cricketers Police Teachers Carpenters
Nurses (2) Hairdresser Machine operators Electricians     Plumbers Electricians Farmers Woodworkers
Policemen (2) Tailor Dressmaker Police    Tilers Chef Hairdressers Mason
Soldier (1) Barber Teacher Soldiers (4 male)     Electricians Nurses Resigned J.P. Farmers
Masons (8) Singers Police Barbers DJ’s  Domestic helpers Caretaker Chicken rearers 
Welders (10) DJs Nurse Masons Singers Masons  Taxi operators 
Tilers (3) Nurses Masons Pastor Artists Pastors  Shopkeepers 
Security guards (2) Tinsmith Tailor Singers Teachers Shopkeepers   

Dressmakers ((5) Masons Carpenters Farmers Pastors (7) Pre-train teachers   
   Carpenters/ 

woodworkers (6) 
Male workers at 
Holsum Bakery (7) 

Steelworkers Workers at JPSCo 
Mandeville (2) 

Early Child 
Caregiver Ramble Green Pond St. Toolis 

Chefs (4) Shopkeepers Hairdressers Plumbers Policewoman Coal burners Cane cutters (35) Masons 
Hairdressers (3) Electrician Shoemakers  Higglers Farmers Part workers (20) Carpenters 

Pastors (3)  Shopkeepers  Carpenters Vendors Dressmaker   Higglers 
Barber (1)  Housewives  Dressmakers  Hairdresser    

Taxi drivers (4)  Alcan Worker    Masons John Robinson 
Supermarket 
attendants (2) 

 Female worker at 
Scotiabank 

    Electricians Farmers

Housewives        Cane cutters
Footballers        Shopkeepers
Cricketers        Day worker
Netballers        Taxi drivers
Farmers        Electricians
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2.3 Health and Disability   

The TPD’s draft local plan for Porus (Annex A) prepared in 1996, 
identified a need for a health center in Porus.   A Type III Health 
Center, one of the largest in the parish, opened in Porus in 1998.  It 
offers dental, post-natal, child health and welfare, mental health, 
family planning, pap smear, dressing, STD treatment and curative 
services.  It offer physician and pharmacy service once a week.  

Participants in the interventions in Porus and surrounding 
communities did not indicate any particular health problems.   

There is a Type I Health Center in Harmons.  It is heavily used (Table 
6.7 although it is only served by nurses from Porus three times per 
month.  Residents feel the need for a doctor to visit of for a nurse to be 
stationed in the area to vaccinate the children.  

Doctor visits to Harmons ceased in the 1980s when e road conditions 
made it difficult to get into the community.  As a result,  
 Persons either had to travel to Porus, Mandeville or May Pen for 

health care, increasing the cost;   
 Treatment took a longer time to be administered. 

Harmons residents cite the following problems related to dust and 
flood water: 

Fly and Mosquito Nuisance.  Flies and mosquitos would breed in 
the floodwater resulting from the May 2002 rains.  Even though 
the water has dried up the Health Service has little impact on the 
aftermath—germs and fungus.  These affect young and old, but 
especially babies and infants. 
Chicken Pox.  Chicken Pox is taking over the district.  Over 8 
children have been affected.  “This was a trend here.”  
“Bumps.”  Bumps develop on children’s skin, itch and then turn 
into sores.  “A lot of money is spent on medical bills and even 
when you send bills to Alpart nothing happens.” 
Dust.  People experience outbreaks of asthma and sinusitis. 
Sometimes water stored in drums or tanks becomes very dirty due 
to the mining.  “Lady, Alpart claim seh di dust nuh affect wi but 
yuh si di sugar factory weh deh a Clarendon when dem a burn di 

canefield wi si di trash a fly inna di air up yah.  So wi want fi tell 
Alpart she dust have no limit.”  

Assistance is needed with food and health service for shut-ins. 

2.4 Education 

2.3.1 School Provision.  Porus DA is served by six schools: one 
infant, one primary, three junior high and one secondary high.   

Table DA7-7  Porus Schools, 1996 

Source : Ministry of Education.    

Educational 
Institution 

Type Capacity Enrollment Attendance 

Porus     Infant 325 276 -
Porus     Primary 620 1024 69%
Broadleaf     All-age 260 301 72%
Harmons     All-age 240 101 64%-
St. Jago/Harmons All-age 230 160 57% 
Porus Secondary    600 630 -

2.3.2 In 1991, the available space was adequate to meet anticipated 
needs except at the primary level, where the Ministry of Education 
reported the need for 404 additional places.   According to STATIN, 
for the 1982-1991 period Porus experienced a negative rate of growth 
in its school age population (5-19 yrs.).   Thus the TPD predicted that 
up until the year 2015 this population would decline by roughly 18% 
by the year 2015, indicating little need for future expansion.        

The TPD recommended that the secondary and all-age schools begin 
to expand to accommodate the primary school overcrowding and 
future growth.  That recommendation will require reexamination in 
light of: 

the recent rapid growth,  
demand from surrounding communities (students from Ramble go 
to High School in Bellefield and Mandeville); and 
collective decisions about the future of Porus. 

2.3.3 Enrollment and Attainment.  In 1991, Porus had a substantial 
proportion (43%) of its population completing primary school and 
another 38% educated to the secondary level.   
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2.3.4 Literacy.  The people of Porus assigned the highest priority to
the problem of illiteracy after those of unemployment and the need fo
skills training.   Interestingly, while Porus has a full-time library, none
of the districts noted it in their mobility maps. 

2.4 Skill Training.   The vision of the Porus community is to have
the Norman Manley Skill Centre re-opened at the community centre.  
The MIND programme was started there.  “To have the skill centre 
closed was very destructive.” 

2.5 Crime   Residents made no mention of crime during the
community interventions. 

2.6  Housing Conditions.  According to STATIN (Table DA7-3)
the number of dwellings in the Porus Special Area increased by 57%
from 1,224 to 1,923.  The number of persons per dwelling declined
more sharply than in most other special areas, from 4.2 to 3.4.  Thi
change largely reflected new subdivisions.  Within the town, from
observation, there is still considerable overcrowding, despite
expansion of older structures. 

In 1991 the majority of houses were small units, with roughly 51% o
the stock having one or two habitable rooms.   Single-family detached
units accounted for 97% of the stock in 1991.  The remaining 3%
were parts of commercial buildings and 1% were semi-detached.  In
1982 71% of the stock was made from concrete blocks.  The
remainder were made of nog, wood and wood and concrete.  Since
then the continuing expansion and improvement of older houses ha
resulted in the loss or virtual loss of many historic structures.   

2.6..2 Residential Services – see Chapter 7.  In 1991 a majority of 
rove, Redberry and Spring Grove lacked 
 all households had access to toilets, 24% 
0% were pit latrines.  2001 Census data are 
ee Section 7 for discussion of infrastructure. 

“There was a big cotton tree in the [Elementary] schoolyard and it w
used for a classroom.  Teachers were very cooperative in those day
When one teacher was having class under the tree the other would sta
inside until the other was finished.  If rain started falling the boys wou
place the blackboards …  before the class, then the students would ope
their umbrellas to cover their heads.  “Today, teachers are complainin
about teaching 25 students which alarms me because teachers used 
teach … 3 classes which had 350 students with only 1 assistant and d
not complain.”   (Rose Thomas, Porus community leader) 

AL CONDITIONS 

the Porus DA is a largely flat area surrounded 
lls. 

ogy and Soils 

 by a number of tributaries draining the hills 
he river flows along the base of the hills on 

eaches the area of Cuffy Sand, on which the 
flows underground (Figure DA7-4 below).   
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3. ENVIRONMENT

3.1 Topography 

Figure DA7-3 shows that 
on three sides by steep hi

3.2 Hydrology, Geol

The Milk River is formed
north of Coffee Grove.  T
St. Ann soils.  When it r
Town of Porus is built, it 
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Near the southeastern edge of the Cuffy Sand, the groundwater 
resurfaces and flows in a narrow ravine south to Scott’s Pass.  Where 
the river reaches the Clarendon Plains, the river widens. 

The central area of Porus is surrounded by bauxite soils.  The St. Ann 
soils around Coffee Grove to the north are highly suitable for coffee 
and oranges.  The Highgate soils south of Spring Plain and west of 
Redberry are also suitable for citrus, while the intervening Chudleigh 
clay loam around Redberry is highly suitable for food crops.    

3.3 Climate  

Global climate change is reflected in more frequent and more intense 
weather events.  The potential exists for storm systems to remain 
stationary over central Jamaica more frequently in future. The potential 
for a shorter flood return period is a one factor that needs to be taken 
into account in planning for the future of Porus 

3.4.1 Vegetation 

The surrounding hills are quite heavily vegetated.  However, coffee 
cultivation and other activities resulting in removal of tree cover have 
undoubtedly reduced the water detaining capacity of the soil in the 
watershed.  This makes flood conditions worse.  

A substantial area along the Coffee Grove Ridge is suitable for tree 
farming and is an area that would benefit from intensive tree farming. 

3.5 Environmental Issues   

The Porus and Harmons areas experienced extensive flooding in 1933 
and 1938 as the Milk River reached the surface during a prolonged 
rainy period.   Similar weather conditions resulted in flooding in May 
and June 2002.     Figure DA7-4 shows the houses that were impacted.  

On the recent occasion, several new factors appear to have 
contributed to the severity of the flooding in Porus.  These factors may 
have included high velocity runoff from the Melrose Bypass and 
deforestation in the upper reaches of the Milk River watershed.  The 
deforestation is related in part to bauxite mining.  However, the pits 
created by the mining of deep bauxite deposits west of Porus appear to 
have acted as detention basins.  Without them the flood might have 
been even more severe. 

Figure DA7-5  Houses affected by the 2002 Flood in 
Porus (MPC map); Figure DA7-6  Area flooded in 
Harmons (Alpart map)  
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In the Harmons area, flooding was even more extensive, as Figure 
DA7-6 shows.  Large numbers of houses were submerged and access 
to the community was radically reduced.  While a few residents recall 
the 1930s flood, they said that they were less severe.   Excavation 
along the toe of the plateau in connection with mining operations may 
have altered groundwater storage and flow. 

3.6 Understanding of Environmental Matters 

A Porus resident recalling the 1930s floods spoke of “seven rivers 
underground between Trinity and Porus.”  “Water broke out once and 
citizens had to cut down logwood, cedar, mahogany and other lasting 
trees to put under ground and then pack it with sand stones.”   While 
the cutting of trees may have contributed to the severity of the recent 
floods, the story suggests that residents used to understand that the 
springs and rivers below the town of Porus are numerous and 
widespread.   

Today many people believe that the problem stems from the lack of 
man-made channels to direct flow 
when the ground water comes to 
the surface.   However, in extreme 
events, the water appears to come 
to the surface from many sources 
and is very widespread, especially 
in the western part of the town, 
Melrose and Redberry.  A more 
effective approach may therefore 
be to focus new development on 
the eastern end of Porus. 

Inadequate sanitation is an 
environmental problem that affects 
the entire parish.  However, the 
potential for flooding in the Porus 
area means that the concentration 
of pit latrines could also pose a 
direct health threat.  As the town is 
growing rapidly, planning a sewer 
system should be a priority.  

4  SETTLEMENT AND LAND USE 

4.1       Settlement History   

There are many versions why Porus got its name.  Oral tradition has it 
that Columbus traveled south from St. Ann and where Porus is today 
encountered a Taino settlement.  Some say that Porus was the name of 
a member of the Columbus party.  Others say it came from “Poor Us” 
carved on a banyan tree by railway builders working far from home.  

The town of Porus was established in the 19th Century as a natural 
market place and service center along the east-west highway.  The 
construction of the railway and the station in the 1920s reinforced its 
role.   

Due to the building of the Porus station, many activities developed in 
the area.  Norman Manley established a buying station at Roxborough.  
People came from all over Manchester to sell their produce.  Thomas 
Manley also had a large wholesale and retail business near the Porus 
Police Station.  His wife Margaret was Post Mistress at the Post Office 
beside the police station.  The farmlands around Porus were 
abundantly fruitful and supported a coffee, citrus, pimento and banana 
buying station.   

Thomas Manley later sold the wholesale business to the Chang family.  
The building eventually burned down and Norman Manley then built 
a Community Centre in 1939 on the site.  This was the most 
outstanding Community Centre in Jamaica.  Trades of every sort were 
taught to men and women all over Manchester, there was also social 
activities going on there.  It is said that the idea may have come from 
Norman Manley’s grandmother who taught young girls at her home 
beside the Anglican Church.   

People came from all over 
Jamaica to functions at the Centre.  
The centre was run by some of 
the great social workers of the 
time and made Porus a household 
name all over Jamaica.  The 
centre was the venue for 
functions of all sorts, both Figure DA7-7   The impacts of flooding 

in Porus, 2002 

Figure DA7-8  Porus Community Centre 
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International and local, including the JCDC speech and dance regional 
competitions.         

Porus was so progressive that people from other parts of Manchester 
migrated to the town.  A big horseracing track on the Arcadia Property 
(where the present Primary school playfield stands) attracted people 
from all over Jamaica to watch horse racing.  

4.2 Names of Places & People 

The area has an unusual number of communities named simply for 
their natural character or their farming character – Spring Grove, 
Coffee Grove, Riverbottom.    

4.3 Settlement Pattern 

Porus extends from the Manchester-Clarendon parish boundary almost 
into Williamsfield.  Its situation between the hilly regions of Coffee 
Grove to the north and Redberry to the southwest produced a 
generally linear growth pattern avoiding the worst of the periodic 
flooding.  However, more recent development to the west and south 
of the town has occurred in flood-prone areas.  The density of 
development is relatively low, so there is substantial yard cultivation 
and fruit trees are common.   

An Operation Pride site northeast of Broadleaf, Settlement, links the 
Porus and Williamsfield Growth Areas.2  Other resettlement projects 
occupy sites made available by Windalco.   

4.4  Ownership/Tenure   

Early land owners were white extracts and Arawaks.  A majority of the 
land surrounding Porus and throughout the DA is controlled by the 
bauxite industry, mainly by Jamalco and in the southwest by Alpart 
(Figure DA7-9) , as discussed in Chapter 7 (Figure 7-6).    

Residents of Ramble claim that there has been considerable recent 
acquisition activity on the part of the industry. 

 

 
2 TEMN, EIA on the Settlement PRIDE Site, 1997. 

 
Figure DA7.9 Potential Mining in the Porus Development Area. Hatched areas (all 
colors) represent mining lease areas  
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Table DA7-3  Porus Timeline 

Year Event / Recollection / Condition 
1800s People were buried in the cemetery in Ramble.  Each decade brought in a new design. 
1930s The first water supply to Mandeville is in Porus --  Porus Pumping Station. 
 Mr. Hendricks owns all the property in ramble Settlement.  The property had only cows on it.  The first houses were built in Ramble in 1934. 
1933 The first storm passed through Porus 
 Pine, corn and apples were grown on a large scale in St. Toolis. 

To judge the time persons would look down at their shadow, listen when the train is passing, listen for a donkeys bray or listen to the rooster crowing. 
Porus market was much more popular than the one in Mandeville. 

1939 This was an important time for the citizens because the Porus community centre was built. 
Ramble The main source of employment for Good Hope was pig rearing, farming and the selling of jelly coconut..  Community center opened. 
Hampton was the first main road from Porus to Mandeville via Royal Flat.  Vehicles at the time were drey and buggy.  Porus was the main town. 

1940s 
 

People in Porus had two main employment choices -- small quick cash crops and ground provisions or laboring jobs in the bauxite industry  
People were able to find jobs at several places -- Railway Warehouse.  This provided employment for community persons.  The warehouse handled cargo 
for buck stuff and freight ,   stored central local cars, trucks, heavy equipments and materials.  There was a honey factory, two bakeries and  
Beverage plants.  The beverage plants made strong liquor like cock spur, wines and knock out punch etc. and aerated water and soft drinks. 

1950s 

1950s Ramble.  A place in Clarendon Park was used to buy logwood from the community to make dye.  A dray used to carry logwood to Clarendon Park.  
Other forms of employment included persons working on pastures and picking up leaf of life at the Great House. 
Coffee Grove   The road there was made of stones.  Community persons would break stones with stone hammer to pack the road. 
Persons had to carry water from Coffee Grove Street on their head to Spring Grove. 

1951 There was one radio in the district that had a very big battery.  It took four persons to carry the battery.  When hurricane Ottey passed through people went 
to Whitfield church to get news via the radio. 
Alcan drilled two wells in Porus; one in Trinity and one beside the Police Station.  Only Alcan is presently using those wells. 
About 75% of the lands in Ramble were sold out for nothing to Mr. Brashington who was an agent for the Bauxite Company (Proston). 

1960s 
 

The sound systems was introduced in the district (juke box). 
A farm worker brought a transistor radio into the district.  This radio had a very small battery(Coffee Grove). 

1960s 
and 
1970s 

People started migrating to the U.S., UK, Canada, Kingston and May Pen in search of job opportunities.   Migration affected the district.  Persons sold their 
property and left because no future was seen in Jamaica.  It is said by one community person that leaving was viewed like this, “England is milk and honey, 
U.S.A. bread and butter and Jamaica is hardship.   
Retailers and traders started opening business in Porus 
The bauxite company expanded and needed skilled staff personnel, so the Norman Manley Training Centre started teaching technical skills.  
The great house in Ramble was torn down  

1970s 
 

The vocational training offered at the Porus Community Centre was a stepping-stone for community persons.  The library was also built in this time.  
1971 Clarke’s Town A part of the Clarke’s Town district got electricity and the road was surfaced. 
Later 
1970s 

Banks, business and the Training Centre closed.  Some of the reasons for business closings were: unavailability of lands for merchants to buy and settle, 
lack of visioning on the part of the M.Ps in the area for health and water, etc. --  hence migration of business persons and skilled persons. 
Stalls started emerging on the roadways for persons to earn their living form passers by.   

1980s Electricity came to Spring Grove and Coffee Grove. 
Rail cargo went dormant. 1990s 

 Telephone came to Coffee Grove and “got road.” 
1998 Sam Daley assisted the community of Porus to get the Health Centre which is one of the biggest. 
2003 The Ramble JAS group stopped meeting because of concern that mining would start in the area. 
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4.5 Historic Features  

The center of Porus contains a number of important historic structures, 
including: 

• Wesley Methodist Church, built 1885 on the Compass Property, 
which was owned by Norman Manley’s aunt, Mrs. McPherson.  
There is a very old but still functional organ in the church.  

• Whitfield United Church                                           

• The Railway Station House 

• Trinity Baptist Church                                               

• Porus Community Centre 

• St. Augustine Anglican Church—Rev. Washington, the Baptist 
Minister was a great educator, he started the Basic School in the 
Anglican Church yard.  All religion then used to work together in 
unity; they were all friends. 

• The Police Station 

• The Community Center, 1939 

• Taino (Arawak) sites 

• Numerous vernacular residential and commercial buildings that are 
in danger of being lost to neglect or inappropriate modernization. 

4.6 Disasters -- See Section 3.5.  

 

5 CULTURE 

People were buried in the cemetery in Ramble.  It was observed by the 
facilitators that each decade brought in a new design. 

5.1 Music, Entertainment and Games 

In Coffee Grove in the 1940s, string music -- violin, guitar and rhumba 
box, was the main forms of entertainment.  They also used to have 
regular picnics. 

In the1960s, entertainment meant dance, Ska, picnics, and merry-go-
round.  Music played was quadrille, metno and fus fuga, with fife, 

drum, guitar and violin.  For picnics adult would pay sixpence to enter 
the picnic grounds while children would pay threepence.  Picnics were 
held three times a year -- Easter, August and December.   

5.2 Folklore and Stories.  

Traditional stories came from storytellers in Porus; people like Mrs. 
Mary Bailey, Laura Walters, Ms. Rinky Ellington, Catherine Thomas, 
Ms. Doll Charles Smikle, Frankie Kelsie and Eleazor Powell. 

5.3 Medicines. 

People of Clarke’s Town recall the following remedies used in the 
1950s: 

Asthma—if there is a cedar tree take the child and measure him/her 
on the tree and chop the spot.  While the tree grows the asthma 
goes too.  
Bellyache—boil ginger, cerusse (cerassee), jack in the bush, pepper 
Elliott, thistle and leaf-a-life     
Birth difficulties—boil thyme and drink or wet cornmeal, spread it 
on bed and lie on it.    

5.4 Food   

In all the districts around Porus people planted all sorts of food crops, 
fruits and reared animals.  There was a lot of citrus on Arcadia Property 
and Melrose Property.  The bauxite company has mined out all those 
areas where citrus farming was done. 

To store meat, people made Corn Pork: 
- Put salt in bag and beat 
- Mix salt with pimento grain or leaf, add pepper and saltpeter. 
- Slice pork and stuff mixture inside 
- Then store in keg made from wood (barrel) and seal 

Meat was also stored in kreng kreng and hung over fire   

5.5 Crafts 

Kitchen bitch -- get a milk tin, put a cover over it, bore a hole and put 
in flannel or mariner to make a wick.  Throw kerosene oil into the 
container and then light.  A tinsmith would usually make the handle. 
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6.  SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

6.1 Community Organizations and Leadership 

Porus had many organizations which helped to bring about self-
development and self-reliance: 

Jamaica Welfare it brought about self reliance, credit union, self-
development and trades 
Church organizations 
Mizpah Burial Scheme 
Musical Programmes 

The town has also benefited from outstanding contributions by 
community persons: 

School and community playfield was donated by Alcan through 
deliberations by Ms. Rose Thomas; she also raised funds for all the 
schools in Porus, and made cricket one of the main sports in 
Manchester; 
Leslie Smith help to raise funds for the primary and high school; 
Sam Daley assisted the community to obtain the Health Centre in 
1998.  

6.2 Political Units and Representation   

After a period of dependence on outside help, participants in the 
interventions in several communities indicated that they are beginning 
to recognize that they can assist themselves as they used to do.   “In 
seeking assistance it is best they stay away from political directorates 
because it takes forever.”  
 
7.  COMMUNITY PLANNING AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

7.1 Land Use 

The dominant land use in the DA is agriculture.  The soils in the 
Redberry and Broadleaf areas are most suitable for citrus while those in 
the Coffee Grove hills are most suitable for both citrus and coffee.  The 
soils on the flat land in and around the Porus are most suitable for food 
crops.   

Commercial uses and offices, which line the main street of the town, 
are next in extent is (18.32 hectares).  The former market is now used 
as a craft market, with the technical support of the Manchester 
Chamber of Commerce. 

Recreation.  In common with much of the parish, Porus is also 
inadequately provided with-open space.  However, there is a well-
maintained community center and playfield in the town center.  
Residents also have access to the school playfield. 

Residential development outside the old town of Porus is concentrated 
mainly on the flat land in Whitney Turn, Berrydale, Porus Proper and 
Redberry (Figure DA7-10).  The TPD land use survey showed that this 
activity represented roughly 11.76 hectares.   The mainly linear growth 
reflects the terrain.  The fact that some areas are flood-prone does not 
seem to have influenced development patterns significantly.   

Figure DA7-10  Map showing newer structures outside the old town of Porus and the 
area most affected by flooding (shaded).  (From an Alpart map) 
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Only a few housing developments were recorded between 1996 and 
2000.  Of the six applications proposed four were deferred.3 

Vacant Land.  There are many vacant lots in the study area, even along 
the main road.   

Industrial.  Two service stations and a little light industry account for 
only a fraction of the total land area. 

Mining.  Areas where mining activities have been completed in the DA 
need to be mapped.  In the north of the DA, Jamalco plans to mine 
most of the land to the south of Porus, extending across the Redberry 
plain, the Ramble area and up the western hills almost as far as 
Broadleaf. 

To the south, Alpart has plans to continue mining westwards and 
southwards from Harmons. 

Flood and Mining Relocation.  Participants in the recent interventions 
indicated that members of their communities had been or were being 
relocated to McGilchrist Pen in Clarendon and to Newport. 

7.2 Spatial and Infrastructure Planning 

Despite the rapid growth in the Porus area since 1991, the former TPD 
reported relatively few approved development applications.  This was 
also the finding of a study of development in Manchester by UTECH 
students (Annex D).  These data need updating to indicate more 
precisely the location and extent of development activity since 1991.  

New projections of land and housing requirements must accompany a 
full-scale Visioning and Planning effort for this growing Development 
Area.  This effort needs to take account of a number of important 
issues listed below and in Section 8. 

Figure DA&-10 suggests that areas to the east of Redberry 
(Reeveswood, Encombe and Spring Grove) and northwest of Porus, 
(Melrose Pen) are most suitable for future expansion.   

 
3 Annex D -- UTECH Interns:  Report to Manchester Parish Council, 2000 

There has been some limited acknowledgment of the attraction of the 
Milk River and the opportunities for recreation and tourism provided by 
periodic minor as well as major floods.  (One family has advertised a 
“beach” along the river from time to time.)  

Community stakeholders need to consider the possibility of opening up 
the western flood-prone areas to non-structural agricultural and 
recreational uses that would not be seriously affected by future floods.   

Infrastructure 

Water.   Nevertheless a substantial proportion of the DA districts still 
rely on standpipes or public tanks, particularly in Coffee Grove, 
Redberry and Spring Grove.  Many communities or districts lack 
running water: Hampton Road, Coffee Grove, Spring Grove, Good 
Hope and part of Ramble, and Harmons. 

The Harmons Community places top priority on improved availability 
of water and proposes the following solutions: access wells; use bigger 
pipes; strategically-placed tanks & drums;  extend pipe lines in Ramble; 
repair tanks in John Robinson; and increase home tanks capacity 

Pit latrines are used by 70% of the households although roughly 10% 
more households were using water closets..  At the time all households 
had access to toilets; 24% were shared facility.  The Census also 
showed that every household had access to toilets.  In 1991, a majority 
of households in Coffee Grove, Redberry and Spring Grove lacked 
modern basic facilities 

Power and Communications.   Hampton Road and two districts in St. 
Toolis, Anderson and Campbell Town report that there lack electricity. 

Hampton Road, Green Pond and John Robinson residents report that 
their districts need landline telephones. 

Street Lights.  A number of communities say they are in need of 
streetlights: Hampton Road, Good Hope (Ramble), Clarkes Town, 
Coffee Grove, Harmons and John Robinson.  

Road Improvements and Transportation.  At the Porus DA Workshop, 
participants prioritized road improvements in the following 
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communities: Trinity, Hampton Road, Spring Grove, Good Hope and 
Ramble. 

Physical and Community Resources  

Post Office.  The Porus Post Office is recognized as an important center 
for the DA.  It offers the following services: parcel; registered letters, 
general delivery; NIS Pension—Path Programme; postage stamps; postal 
orders; moneygram service; paymaster service; delivery of express mail 
and parcels; priority mail service. 
Community Development.  People in Porus recall earlier decades 
when the town was known for its leadership in community 
development and clearly wish to return to a similar level of self-
reliance. 

Community Centers.  There is a vision of reopening the Porus 
Community Center and the services it provided.  People in Harmons 
say they need somewehere for community groups to meet.  There was 
no other mention of the need for community physical facilities. 

Infrastructure Development.   Major infrastructure projects can have 
far-reaching impacts on the direction and pace of future growth. 

Highway 2000.  The route has not yet been determined.  This offers an 
important opportunity for the citizens of Porus and other stakeholders 
to examine options for the route, which must cross the Milk River, the 
Railway and the main road  on its route to Wiliiamsfield.  The decision 
will have a significant impact on the prospects of Porus for future 
commercial, tourism and industrial activity. 

2.6.3    Provision of Housing.  Relatively, housing development s ate 
done on small scale, mostly on 1/4 acre lots.  There are no housing 
scheme or land settlements located in this study area.  Based on the 
1982 data roughly 51% of the stock was built before 1970 with 28% 
built before 1960.  However, it was noticed that construction activities 
were at its peak in 1977 having 6% of the stock completed during this 
year.  According to Town Planning’s subdivision analysis, only 12 
residential lots were approved between 1990 and 1999. 

3.1.3    Housing Need.  In order to satisfy the current housing need the 
Town Planning Department estimated that 400 units are needed to 
eliminate overcrowding and another 24 units to replace those in 
dilapidated conditions. 

By the year 2015 as new households are formed an additional 124 
units will, be needed to house these new families.  An annual 
replacement of the stock up until this time require a additional __ units. 

3.1.4     Land Requirements.  As recommended by the Town Planning 
Department, using a minimum residential density 0.06 hectare per 
housing unit approximately 25.4 hectares is presently needed. 

The Town Planning Department further estimated that an additional 
___ hectares would be needed to house the new households formed up 
until the year 2015.  An additional ___ hectares would also be needed 
to provide for those units to be replaced. 
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8 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

8.1 Economic Resources and Businesses  

8.1.1 Farming.  Agriculture is the main economic activity and there 
is a need for economic diversification. 

8.1.2 Mining.   

Figure DA7-9 shows the reclaimed mined land and the mining lease 
areas where mining has not yet taken place.    

The Vision of Porus --  the Way Forward:  
 To upgrade roads 
 To have full scale factories 
 To open a skill center 
 To negotiate with the Bauxite Company to build houses, banks 

and pharmacies 
 Probably re-open the railway system and also look at the natural 

environs and the landscape for tourism 
 Cargo would be excellent because of building production 

8.2 Economic Development Opportunities. 

Agriculture.  Add further discussion of crops planted in the past and 
today, interest in “new” or “alternative” crops, etc.  ……………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Natural Products.  Add ideas for adding value to local products 
through processing and/or packing.  …………………………………………. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Ecotourism.  Add ideas for alternative (nature, agricultural, cultural, 
heritage) tourism.  ………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Other Self-Help Project or 
Business Ideas.  
...………………………………..
………………………………..…
………………………………..…
…………………………………. 
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
………………………………….. 
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
…………………………………..
………………………………….. 

Community persons participating in a Semi-
structured interview 

 
Principal Impediments to Employment and Entrepreneurship. 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
9. INDICATORS AND MEASURES OF SUSTAINABILITY 

To be formulated during Visioning and Planning activities. 
  

10 EARLY ACHIEVABLE TASKS 

The EATs plans created by the Porus Development Area community 
participants at their planning workshop on January 17, 2002 addressed 
the following topics: High level of illiteracy; Water; and 
Unemployment. 
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ANNEX A   DRAFT DEVELOPMENT ORDER 

LOCAL PLAN FOR THE TOWN OF PORUS 

TRANSPORTATION 

ROAD NETWORK 
There is a lot of traffic movement within the boundaries of Porus, 
particularly along the main road, which is the major thoroughfare for 
vehicles traveling the Kingston to Savanna-la-mar route.  This has 
resulted in the highest number of traffic accidents among all the towns 
in the parish of Manchester being recorded here.  There is therefore a 
need for improved road facilities to be provided for the safety and 
movement of both pedestrian and motorists.  All new developments 
and proposed extensions should be adequately set back from the 
roadway to allow for road widening. 

POLICY PT 1    All proposed new buildings and extensions along the 
main street in Porus should be set back a minimum of twelve (12) 
metres from the centre line of the main road. 

VEHICULAR PARKING 
Most of the commercial activities are located along the main street as 
well with a minimal amount of off street parking facilities.  This has 
often resulted in a chaotic situation as the vehicles parked along the 
street obstruct the free movement of those passing through.  Business 
establishment will therefore be required to provide off street parking 
facilities for their customers as set out in this Development Order. 

POLICY PT 2    All developments will be required to provide off-street 
parking facilities in accordance with the requirements in 
appendix........ before approval is granted by the planning authority. 

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION CENTRE 
A transportation centre would provide a location from which public 
vehicles could operate thereby relieving the traffic situation.  To 
facilitate rail passengers and market vendors this could be ideally 
situated on the Railway Corporation land in the vicinity of the station.  
A large area would not be necessary as it would not be a terminus for 
vehicles but rather a point to pick up and set down passengers. 

POLICY PT 3 A transportation centre should be provided for public 
passenger vehicles and commuters on lands suitable for the purpose 
in the vicinity of the railway station. 

HOUSING 

As households grow and the population increases the demand for 
housing rises.  There are no housing scheme or land settlements within 
the limits of the planning area hence housing development is done on 
an individual basis.  The buildings are usually constructed on 
subdivision lots, which are approximately 0.06 hectare in size.  Most of 
the residential activities are concentrated along the main road with 
scattered settlements in the outlying area such as Whitney Turn and 
Berrydale.  Approximately fifty- six (56) hectares of land will be needed 
over the next ten (10) years to meet the needs of the local planning 
area.  Most of the existing communities have access to basic services 
hence where there are large lots infilling can be encouraged to lessen 
the need for land that will require the necessary infrastructure. 

POLICY PH 1 Residential developments will be encouraged in areas 
identified for that purpose on the land use proposals map with lot 
being a minimum size of 0.06 hectare or as existing in the locality. 

POLICY PH 2 Infilling will be allowed on vacant lots in developed 
communities such as Arcadia Pen, Clarks Town, and Trinity as long as 
the new lot sizes meet the standard requirements for the area. 

The need for privacy between residential buildings is of utmost 
importance esrec4-ally in the rural area where land is available and 
people are not accustomed to being close to each other.  Buildings 
should not therefore be located hard against property boundaries where 
they would become a nuisance to adjoining owners. 

POLICY PH 3 All new residential developments or extensions 
should be located at a reasonable distance from property boundaries 
in order to preserve privacy and provide adequate natural lighting. 

SOCIAL AMENITIES 
The people of Porus require certain basic facilities and amenities to 
enjoy a balanced healthy life style and improve their standard of living. 
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While there are adequate sports and educational facilities, health 
facilities are lacking.  Notwithstanding the closeness to Mandeville 
where regional health facilities are located Porus should have facilities 
to treat emergencies.  A health centre is located along the main street 
but it is not easily accessible and the service is in adequate.  Over time 
it will be necessary to establish proper facilities in an easily accessible 
location, and a site should therefore be reserved for the purpose. 

POLICY PSA 1 A site will be identified on the land use proposal map 
for the erection of a health centre and the planning authority will not 
grant permission for any other type of development on this land. 

Although there is a large central open space in Porus local parks are 
needed in housing areas for children who need to be supervised.  The 
location should be decided after consultation with the local planning 
authority when the plans are being prepared. 

POLICY PSA 2  Land for open space is to be reserved in new housing 
developments at the rate set out in appendix.... the location being 
decided upon after consultation with the local planning authority. 

URBAN ECONOMY 
Porus is located on the fringe of the bauxite deposit area and hence no 
mining activity takes place in close proximity to the town.  Although 
the economic benefits may filter down from the plant at Kirkvine the 
principal economic generators include, agriculture retail trade and 
personal services with very little industrial activity.  There is however, a 
need to diversify and improve the economic base especially in 
agriculture and industry where the crops produced can be processed 
thus creating jobs for a wide cross section of the community.  In 
addition cottage type industries will be encouraged in homes and on 
vacant lots along the main road. 

POLICY PUE 1   The local planning authority will give due 
consideration to the establishment of agro-industrial development at 
suitable location where the infrastructural facilities are available and 
where surrounding amenities will not be adversely affected. 

POLICY PUE 2   Permission will not be granted by the local planning 
authority for any development that will reduce the agricultural 
potential or output of an area. 

WASTE TREATMENT 
Due to the lack of a central sewerage system individual methods of 
disposal including pit latrines, and septic tanks and absorption pits are 
commonly used.  These methods if not properly constructed will pose 
serious threat to underground water sources.  One of the most vital 
water source for residents in and around Porus including Mandeville is 
located south east of the local planning area boundary, and there are 
others used by Alcan within the urban limits.  Since piped water is not 
a common service to most households these methods of disposal will 
remain.  Special effort must therefore be taken to ensure that these 
facilities are properly constructed and meet the required standards. 

POLICY PWT 1   The minimum standard that the planning authority 
will accept for sewage treatment and disposal includes VIDPs, or pit 
latrines, septic tanks and absorption pits as well as any safe and 
appropriate methods that may be developed in the future. 

POLICY PVT 2   The use of pit latrines will only be allowed within 
1.5 km or down gradient of the well sites. 

WATER SUPPLY 
Porus receives public water supply from a well located just south of its 
boundary.  However only just over half of its households have water 
piped into their dwelling while others rely on standpipe.  It is observed 
that piped water supply is more common along the commercial strip 
and the adjoining residential communities, while the agricultural areas 
including Coffee Grove, Redbury and Spring Grove rely heavily on 
standpipe as their only source of water supply.  There is no evidence of 
any catchment tanks in these areas, but it is a source to be encouraged 
as a "back up system" especially in agricultural areas. 

POLICY PWS 1   The construction of catchment tanks, especially in 
agricultural areas will be encouraged by the planning authority as a 
supplement to the present water supply system. 
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ANNEX B   PORUS DEVELOPMENT AREA WORKSHOP EARLY ACTION PLANS 

Porus -- Representatives from:  Porus Proper, Old Porus, Berrydale, Trinity,  Strictland,  Hampton Road,  River Bottom,  Clarkes Town, 
Coffee Grove, Redberry, Melrose Hill.  

Main Issues Prioritized:  
2. Need for employment (13) 4. Need for a playfield in Melrose, Trinity, and Spring Grove (8)  
3. High Level of illiteracy (10) 1.  Need for the training centre to be reopened (15)  (short term) 
5.  Need roads to be fixed in Trinity, Hampton Road, Spring Grove, Good 
Hope and Ramble (6) 

 

Main Issue: High Level of Illiteracy 
Causes of issues Solutions Action steps Resources Who is 

responsible 
Expected 
difficulties 

Actions 
to 

overcome 

Progress 
Indicators 

• No employment 
    Opportunities 
• Unable to afford education –people 

unable to afford to send their 
children to school 

• Parents taking children out of 
school to baby-sit other children 

• Church & State not co operating to 
provide combined skills training 

• Unacceptance of those illiterate to 
accept their status and access help 

• Lack of adequate early childhood  
   Education 
• Lack of parental guidance  
• Early drop out of school 
• Overcrowded classrooms 
• Uneven distribution of school 

resources – better resources goes 
to top school 

• Poor motivation from teachers 

• Mentorship 
programs 
in schools 

 
• Return of 

school 
inspectors 

 
• Teach 

parenting 
skills 

 
• Encourage 

reading 
fairs- 
award 
children 
for the 
number of 
books read 

• Identify agencies 
and persons in 
community that 
can help    

 
• Research causes 

of illiteracy 
 
• Encourage the 

better use of 
guidance 
councilors to 
probe the 
problem 

• Retired educators 
• Identify law enforcement 
officers (retired 
policemen), nurses, 
doctors, social workers & 
other professionals with 
skills to assist the 
community  

• Computer centre 
• Community centre 
• Schools 
• Church 
• Bauxite co. 
• JAMAL 
• HEART 
• Private sector assistance 
• NYS 
• SDC 
• JBI 

• Various 
CBOs 

 
• The 

churches –
Ministers 
Fraternal 

 
• PTA groups 
 
• Parents 
 
• Elected 

reps. 
 
• CDOs 

 

• Lack of 
commitment, 

   unity, and 
cooperation 

• Lack of funds 

• Not everyone 
will benefit  

• Segregation 

• Partisan 
politics 

• Transportation 
cost  

• Finance 

• Follow up – lack 
of feedback 

• Lack of 
continuity of 
CDO 

• Taking 
the PTA 
to the 
districts 

 
• Seek 
assistanc
e from 
private 
sector 

 
• Fundraisi
ng 
activities 
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Harmons 
Main Issues Prioritized   

1. Water 
2. Unemployment 
3. Training/Recreation Centre 
4. Mining Pollution -- Dust 
5. Road 
6. Street Light 

 
Issues: Water & Unemployment  

Cause of 
Issue 

Solutions Action Steps Resources Available Who Responsible Expected 
Difficulty 

Action to 
Overcome 

Progress Indicator 

Water  Access Wells  
 Use Bigger Pipes  
 Tanks & Drums strategically 
Placed 
 Extend Pipe lines in Ramble 
 Repair Tanks in John            
Robinson 
 Increase home tanks capacity 

 Contact Authority/ 
Agencies/PC/WRA/       
NWC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Follow up dialogue/ 
with Parish Council  
 Community could 
build base for Tanks.  
MPC supply tanks 
 Special meeting with 
the Water Resource 
Authority, National 
Water Commission, 
Manchester Parish 
Council, Community 
Based Organizations 
and Citizens re wells 

 Abundant water 
 Water truck by 
ALPART 
 Manchester Parish 
Council 
Watertrucks 
 Home tanks   
 Community groups 

Harmons Valley      
Community Council 
Harmons 
Progressive Youth 
 Club 
Harmons Senior 
Citizens Association 
Reeveswood Vision 
United  
Councilors/MP 

 NWC/MPC/WRA/ 
ALPART, Church, 
Principals of school 
Ramble Community 
youth Club 

 Financial 
Resource 
 Bureaucratic 
Red Tapes 
 Time Delays 
 Too little 
action by MP/ 
Councilors 

 Use press to 
highlight 
issues 
 Build 
community 
unity and 
lobby  
 Establish task 
force to deal 
with each 
difficulty/issu
e 

 Response to invitation to 
hold meeting 
 Preparation of Action 
Plan indicating 
timeframe for achieving 
tasks 
 Authorities make public 
their plans for addressing 
the problems 

Unemploy
ment 
- Lack of 
Businesses 
- Illiteracy- 
unskilled/u
ntrained 
Unwilling
ness to do 
certain 
jobs 

 Provide training to the unskilled 
 Education 
 Special training for adults in 
parenting; self esteem; 
awareness 
 Entrepreneur-ship workshop 
 Access to loans 
 Access to lands 
 Access to irrigation water 
 Tap into food processing 
facilities 

Close collaboration with 
corporate entities  

 Contact HEART Trust 
NTA 
 Contact MIDA/PC 
Banks 
 Collaboration for 
better parenting skills 
 Special small 
business loan 
programmes 
 Agricultural services 
project, RADA, JAS 
 Factories in 
Williamsfield 

Labour 
MPDC 
HEART/NTA 
Land 
Underground water 
Factory at 
Williamsfield 

Individual citizens  Business 
closing 
 Negative 
effects from 
national 
economy  
 Individual not 
getting 
themselves 
trained 
 Uncertified 
persons 

 

 Public 
awareness 
 Re-training of 
individuals 

 More persons going out 
to work 
 New businesses opening 
 Increase in agricultural 
production 
 Increase in number of 
farmers 
 Increase number of 
persons trained 
 Markets for agricultural 
crops 
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ANNEX C   INTERVENTION RECORD -- GROWTH AND 
PLANNING ISSUES 

 
Outstanding Persons in Porus.  Many great men and women came 
from Porus Elementary School.  Some of them are: 
− Rev. Washington, the Baptist Minister was a great educator, 

who started the Basic School in the St. Augustine Anglican 
Churchyard.  All religions used to work together in unity; they 
were all friends. 

− Alfred Rattray    --  Attorney General 
− Dr. Bert Mitchell  -- Accountant and Auditor for Ford 

Foundation  
− Leslie Smith  -- a member of a Concerned Citizen Association in 

Canada 
− Dr. A.J. Anderson – Pharmacist 
− Rose Thomas –J.P. and retired teacher  

Organizations.  There were a lot of organizations which helped to 
bring about self-development and self-reliance: 

− Jamaica Welfare brought the credit union, self-development 
and trades 

− Church organizations 
− Mizpah Burial Scheme 
− Musical Programmes 

Traditional stories came from storytellers in Porus; people like 
Mrs. Mary Bailey, Laura Walters, Ms. Rinky Ellington, Catherine 
Thomas, Ms. Doll Charles Smikle, Frankie Kelsie and Eleazor 
Powell. 

Outstanding Contributions by Community Persons.  School and 
community playfield was donated by Alcan through deliberations 

by Ms. Rose Thomas; she also raised funds for all the schools in 
Porus, and made cricket one of the main sports in Manchester 
Leslie Smith help to raise funds for the primary and high school 

Economic Timeline 
Date History  
 There used to be two main types of employment:  

a. small quick cash crops and ground provisions 
b. bauxite industry employment—labourer work 
Within this period there were several sources of 
employment and people were able to find jobs.   
Railway Warehouse.  This provided employment for 
community persons.  The warehouse handled cargo for buck 
stuff and freight which stored central local cars, trucks, 
heavy equipments and materials 
Beverage Plants.  The beverage plant made strong liquor like 
cock spur, wines and knock out punch etc. and aerated water 
and soft drinks 
There was also a honey factory and two bakeries.  
Barracott and Joseph were two merchants that employed 
people at the time. 

1950s 

Property Owners:  Lord and Clarke owned the hillsides; big 
houses 
Settlement Houses 
a. Lodging houses for passers by  
b. Homeowners operated cottages or employed domestic help 
Medical Care:  Doctors owned clinics and pharmacies 
Churches  
• Whitfield Presbyterian 
• Church of England 
• Baptist    

1960s 
 

A gas station opened in response to the presence of the 
railway service and generated employment.  
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The area became a leader in sport and education after 
Independence.  The Courthouse, Police Station, Justice of 
the Peace, Community Centre and lodging houses developed 
in Porus.  Other towns started developing soon after. 

1970s • Bottle Company: D & G, Coca Cola outlets opened  
• Retailers and traders started opening business in Porus 
• The bauxite company expanded and so they needed skilled 

staff personnel and so the Norman Manley Training Centre 
started teaching technology, pulley system and about 
engines 

• Banks, business and the training centre closed.  Some of 
the reasons for business to closed were:  
− unavailability of lands for merchants to buy and settle, 
− lack of vision on the part of the M.P.s RE health and 

water, etc., and hence  
− migration of business persons and skilled persons. 

• Stalls started emerging on the roadways for persons to 
earn their living from passers by.   

1980s A small food processing plant opened 
1990’s • Rail cargo went dormant 

• There was an extension in the high school and primary 
school hold a larger population.  Technology course started 
at the high school 

• The Community Centre was upgraded a mini sports complex 
and an I.T. Centre was added. 

• Taxi service improved 
2003 The Way Forward 

 To upgrade roads 
 To have full scale factories 
 To open skill centre 
 To negotiate with the Bauxite Company to build houses, 

banks and pharmacies 
 Probably re-open the railway system and also look at the 

natural environs and the landscape for tourism 
 Cargo would be excellent because of building production 

Vision 
To have the Norman Manley Skill Centre re-opened at the 
community centre.  The MIND programme was started there.  
“To have the skill centre closed was very destructive.” 
 

District: Melrose 

Melrose starts at the Roundabout or well bordering Trinity, 
continues up to the Old Roast Yam Market, and the former 
Melrose Main Road.  It ends at the metal drum within the 
Strickland District.  

Social Issues 
 Unemployment for the young aged 18 up to 35 
 Need for a playfield 
 High level of illiteracy 
 Need for a training centre-to learn the following skills: 

making of cooking pans, graters and wash pans.  Other skills 
could also be included. 

Discussion 
Need for a playfield:  In June 2002, during the heavy floods 
the field was destroyed.  Water coming from the Melrose Bypass 
was the reason for the destruction of the playfield.  Currently 
there are a lot of dirt and debris on the field, so the entire 
playing area.  The field needs to be scraped and re-surfaced. 

Solution identified by community members 
A trench is needed to cut off the water from the entire 
playfield.  Sports normally played on the playfield are cricket, 
football, and netball. Community members, especially the younger 
ones, are playing these sports on the road or some may go to the 
centre in Porus. 
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People in Melrose go to Porus for: 

Human Resources 
 Mainly farmers 
 Retired teachers 
 Teachers (2 female) 
 Hairdresser 
 Tailor 
 Barber 
 Singers 
 D.J’s 
 Nurses 
 Tinsmith 
 Masons 
 Seven (7) males work at the Holsum Bakery 
 Shopkeepers 
 Electrician 

Physical Resources 
• Five shops 
• Melrose Shiloh Apostolic 
• Melrose Basic School—The school is owned by the Methodist 

Church.  The school was built last September 2002 after fire 
destroyed six years ago.  Currently 17 students are in 
attendance, 13 boys, and 4 girls.  Class 1 consists of students 
between the age group 3 & 4.   

Class 2 consists of students between the age group 5 & 6.  Cost 
for attending basic school is $150 per week. 
 
Community Based Organization 
• Melrose Dynamic Youth Club (not active) 

Melrose Mobility:  

− The Post Office 
− School 
− Entertainment – to dance, sing, attend show 
− Police Station 
− Collecting pension 
− The Community Center 

They go to Kingston for higglering and to Mandeville for work, 
school, shopping and the hospital. 

Vision 
To have more employment opportunities  
 
District: Trinity 
Social Issues 
 Unemployment among all age groups 
 Bad roads 
 Need playfield to be completed—community persons 

mentioned that “Windalco had promised to complete the 
playfield” 
 Need for a Community Based Organization—Youth club has 

been inactive for over three (3) years.  Currently people are 
leaving the community to other areas to join other C.B.O’s.  
This is because there is no facility to host C.B.O. meeting.  
Other community members got frustrated of meeting at the 
Pentecostal Church Hall as they felt that they cannot be as 
expressive when discussing club related matters. 

Human Resources 
• 3 female teachers 
• Practical and registered nurse 
• Electricians 
• Police 
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• Four soldiers (male) 
• Barbers 
• Masons 
• Pastor 
• Singers 
• Farmers 
• Plumbers 
• 2 persons work at the Light and Power Company in Mandeville 

Physical Resources 
• Trinity United Pentecostal Church 
• Trinity Basic—This Basic School has a student population of 

35; 20 girls and 15 boys and is kept in the Church.  Students 
attending school are from the district of Hampton Road, 
Broadleaf and Trinity.   The cost to attend the Basic School 
is $200 per month.  A canteen is available where lunch is 
served for $120 per week.   

 
N.B.  Teachers at the school have the following training in Early 
Childhood Development and NCTVET. 

 
Venn Diagram 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Discussion Explaining the Venn Diagram 
The larger the circle the more important the organization is to 
the community.  The distant the organization is placed from the 
community represents the quality of relationship they share.  For 
example, The Trinity Pentecostal Church is very close to the 
community as it played a vital role in getting electricity.  The 
basic school is also on the church compound.  McD’s Auto Sales is 
also close to the community of Trinity, as the main sponsors of 
the football and netball teams.  Entertainment is offered to the 
community on a yearly basis, free of cost.  They also provide 
back-to-school items for all the children in the community.     

Vision 
To have a new school building—the church keeps fasting every 
Wednesday and so, teachers have to take students on nature 
walk.  
 
District: Hampton Road 

Location 
Hampton Road is located (approx.) 200m from the Broadleaf 
district sign. The districts starts at the Alpart train line and 
ends at the garage leading on to Porus Main road. 

Issues 
 Need for household pipe water supply 
 Need for extension of telephone lines 
 Extension of electricity/ Need additional street lights 
 Need drains to be cleaned regularly 
 Need road to be fixed 
 Need “nuff” employment 
 Need for a cultural centre 
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Discussion  
Need for piped water (house to house connection).  There are 2 
standpipes on Hampton Road that supply the district.  The 
standpipes are located: 
1. Next to the Alpart train line (it was broken for 3 wks) 
2. The other can be found beyond the marl pit 
Residents admitted that the pipe was broken by children, who 
tend to spoil pipes by playing with them.  A large quantity of 
water is lost day and night when a pipe is broken. 
The journeys for some users of the standpipe are usually long, 
especially those who are coming from Broadleaf. 
N.B.  The pipe was fixed during the discussion with facilitators and 
community persons by an external agency. June 17, 2003  

Bad Roads.  Since the flood rains in May 2002, the road has 
been damaged and not fixed.  Community persons stressed the 
point that “whenever rain falls everything wash down to Lower 
Hampton Road”, hence causing the following effects: 
- Property get damaged 
- Flood areas develop 
- Traffic congestion 
- “Fuss”—(expression of discomfort) 
- Persons have to pay extra taxi fares 

The road surface was lifted with marl and stones.  The workmen 
blocked the original drains, and replaced them with curve 
channels. Since that has been done whenever rain falls the road 
becomes flooded and runs off to people’s property. 

Need for Streetlight.  Two more are needed urgently as there is 
only one at the pump house. 

 

Human Resources 
• Farmers 
• Plumbers 
• Electrician 
• Machine operators 
• Dressmaker 
• Teacher 
• Police 
• Nurse 
• Masons 
• Tailor 
• Carpenters 
• Steelworkers 
• Hairdressers 
• Shoemakers 
• Shopkeepers 
• Housewives 
• Alcan Worker 
• One female works at Scotia Bank 

Physical Resources 
• Porus Pumping Station 
• The Church of God (Full Truth) 
• Porus Sub-Station—J.P.S. 
• 9 Shops 
• Approx. 110 Houses 
• 2 garages 
• Block factory 
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District: Clarkes Town 

Social Issues 
 Need a community group 
 Need water extension 
 Need employment to be improved 

Human Resources 
 Masons 
 Carpenters 
 Teachers 
 Farmers 
 Hairdressers 
 Resigned J.P. 
 Caretaker 

Physical Resources 
• Houses 
• Our Lady of the Assumption Catholic Church 

Vision 
To get a community group in action 
 
District: Spring Grove 

Issues 
 Road needs to be fixed 
 Need a C.B.O. 
 Need better water system 
 Need a Basic School 
 Need more street lights 
 Poor education levels among all age groups 
 Need employment 
 Need a playfield 

Discussions 
Road need to be fixed especially in Darkins Road.  When it rains 
the water that runs from Darkins affects persons who live at the 
bottom of the road. 

Solution 
A trench could be built to channel the water into the riverbed 
away from people’s homes. 

Need a C.B.O.  “Wi did ave one but because di people nuh ave no 
discipline it mash up two months ago.  Yuh si a inna di church hall 
wi use to meet, an cause dem caan get fi do as dem like it mash 
up”, said a community person. 

Need a Basic School.  We are desperately in need of a basic 
school building.  Currently the school is housed in the Mount Zion 
Sanctuary Church of God 7th Day which is very inconvenient.  
There are twenty-nine (29) students on register, students are 
between the age 3 and 6 and are all in one class. 

Need Streetlights.  “di area want more light, only three (3) 
streetlight deh een ya”. 

Need Employment.  “Di yute dem nuh ave nutten fi do” said one 
community member.  However another said “there is a poor level 
of education in the community.  This has been the case for over 
fifteen years.  I don’t think the youth especially have good role 
models to follow as no one takes the time out to even tell them 
the importance of school or any other thing that can make them 
more productive.  The younger generation is strongly influenced 
by the elders but the elders are not good enough role models.”     

Solution 
The youth need someone to motivate them and to show them how 
they can make a difference. 
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To have a new basic school building 

Skills Training Centre.  This could teach the youth how to utilize 
their talents. 

Need better Water System.  More houses are being built which 
is currently putting pressure on the pipes.  To get high water 
pressure they could put bigger pipes in place.  Currently one-inch 
pipes are in place. 
N.B.  It is said that where the flood water is running now was once the 
course of water for some years, but it dried down until, the May floods 
in 2002. The water from May “Labour Day” is still running through the 
area.  There are now shrimps and fish in the river. 

Human Resources 
Footballers    Masons 
Cricketers    Plumbers 
DJ’s     Tilers 
Singers     Electricians 
Teachers    2 pastors 
1 policewoman    Higglers 
Carpenters    Dressmakers 
Early Child Caregiver   Artists 

Physical Resources 
• The Full Gospel (Spring Grove) Church of God 
• Mount Zion Sanctuary Church of God 7th Day, Spring Grove 
• Spring Grove Church of God 
• Spring Grove Basic School 
• Spring Grove Youth Club (inactive from March 2003)  

Natural Resources 
• River at Pendy Bridge 
• Spring Head at Darkins 

Visions 

To have piped water into every home 
To see the area more developed 
 
District: Coffee Grove 
Coffee Grove got its name because coffee used to be grown 
there in abundance.  A community person recalled that coffee 
was the number one crop but “because persons in authority at 
the Coffee Board did not treat the coffee growers properly they 
got discouraged and stopped producing coffee.” 

Demographics 

Coffee Grove is separated into two sections, Top and Bottom 
Coffee Grove with populations of 600 and 400 respectively.   

People observed that more girl babies are born in the district 
than boys.   

Issues 
• Unemployment*    
• Need house to house water supply* 
• Need a playfield 
• Need a basic school   
• Need for overhead Pedestrian crossing from Coffee Grove 

Entrance leading to the other side of the main road. 

N.B.  * = The main issues affecting the district 

Discussion 
• Unemployment.  Unemployment affects all age groups.  

“After students finish high school they have nothing to do”, 
said one young person.  There are skilled persons in the 
community but they are unable to use up their talents.  The 
women in the community resort to selling ice cream, ice and 
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days work-washing; while the men gravitate to seasonal jobs 
in supermarkets, and farming as their source of employment. 

• Water (house to house).  The district does not have water 
from the main and so they rely on the Parish Council to fill 
the tank which supplies the district.  After having dialogue 
with a group of young men it was discovered that there is 
irregular supply of water from the Parish Council.  It was felt 
that it is only  “when they feel like they come and full de 
tank”.   When the tank is empty community persons either: 
1. Buy water from the water truck 
2. Carry water from the Cross Road pipe on head or donkey 
3. Pay a taxi $150 to carry water up the hill to their homes  
4. Call the Councillor or the M.P. to get water into the tank. 

A community person said that one of the reasons for the 
water problem is that “when the lines are open the water is 
pumped into the well on Hampton Road and further flows to 
Clarendon. 

N.B. N.W.C. personnel are looking at the problem. 

• Playfield.  Persons have to play on the road, which is 
dangerous.  At times they injure themselves on the road e.g. 
get bruises and broken bones.  The nearest playfield is at 
Porus Community Centre, but community person would feel 
much better if they had a playfield of their own.  A spot is 
already identified to put the playfield. 

• Need for a Basic School.  “The children in the district go to 
the Basic School in Porus.  It is very dangerous for small 
children to be travelling on the main road, because the 
drivers today are very careless drivers; therefore causing 
many serious accidents.  Hence an overhead bridge is 
necessary.” 

Resources 
Human Total Physical Total 
Chicken rearers 20 shops 5 
Electricians 15   stalls 2
Teachers 4 Seventh Day Church of God 1 
Nurses 2 Church of God in Christ 2 
Policemen   2 Digicel Pole 1
Soldier     1 Centennial Pole 1
Masons   8 Streetlights 4 (1 not working) 
Welders  10 Houses  
Tilers   3  
Security guards 2   
Carpenters/ 
woodworkers 6   

Dressmakers    5
Chefs 4   
Hairdressers    3
Pastors 3   
Barber    1
Taxi drivers 4   
Supermarket 
attendants 2   

Housewives    
Footballers    
Cricketers    
Netballers    
Farmers    
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Fruit Trees Farming Produce 
Mango  Dasheen
Pear  Cucumber
Grapefruit  Yam
Coconut  Tomato
Coffee  Cho-cho
Banana   Sweet pepper
Naseberry  Carrot
Breadfruit  Skellion
Tangerine  Cabbage
Orange  Callalloo
Cherry  Pumpkin
Cherry   Irish potato
Pomegranate   String bean
Jackfruit  
Star apple  
Ackee  
Guinep  
Pine  
 
Vision 
 To have a better environment 
 To have a playfield 
 To have a vibrant youth club 
 To have their own source of employment within the district: 

e.g. baking, making bag juice, pickle and bottled pepper, 
plantain chips, block building and sell ice cream.  

 

District: Good Hope 

Good Hope is the district before reaching Ramble coming from 
Porus.  Good Hope and Ramble shares physical resources, social 
resources and history. 

Issues 
 Need for employment (older folks will be happy if they see 

the younger persons working) 
 Younger persons not interested in farming 
 Unequal distribution of benefits from Alpart—The older 

persons feel they do not benefit from the project going on 
 Need extension of water—water stops at the Ramble 

Adventist Church 
 Need streetlights 
 Roads need to be fixed 
 Community centre in Ramble needs to be fixed and upgraded 

 
District: Ramble 

Background Information 
The community of Ramble starts from the blue painted grill 
house bordering Good Hope.  It continues to and borders with 
Green Pond in the south and Hampton Road (Broadleaf) in the 
North.  Ramble consists of the following streets: Black Ants 
Gully Road, Thompson Piece, Acre Street and Barassa. 

It is not known where the name Ramble came from.  Ramble was a 
1500-acre settlement owned by Hendricks.  Cattle rearing were 
done on the land before adult suffrage started.  The workers 
who did not have water had to steal water from the settlement; 
if caught they would be whipped.   

After adult suffrage backra massa started selling out the lands. 

Population 
The community consists of about twenty houses with a population 
of approximately one hundred. 
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Issues 
 Road needs fixing 
 Need water supply 
 Relocation of the people do to the fact that Bauxite owns 

most of the lands 
 Community centre needs fixing 
 Need assistance with youth group 

Discussions 
• Citizens are in dire need of getting running water in the 

district.  Not even the school has running water.  Water has 
to be bought and stored in drums at the school.  

• Need assistance to re-start a farming group—even though 
most persons stopped due to the fact that mining should 
start in the area.  CONCERN: where will farmers get to 
continue their livelihood? 

• The youth club has been hosting events to raise funds to fix 
the community centre.  Three community persons are 
presently seeking assistance to renovate the centre.  The old 
structure had fallen apart and users have ideas how to re-
model it.  For example, they are hoping to set up a pavilion, 
.which over looks the cricket ground. 

• Persons stated that “in seeking assistance it is best they 
stay away from political directorates because it takes 
forever”.  

• The bauxite company is now in the process of relocating some 
residents.  So far five families have been moved to Newport, 
Whitney Turn and Toll Gate, Clarendon.  Community persons 
are complaining that for persons who don’t want to move 
Alpart have threatened to move them by force.   

• They have been in negotiations with other residents who are 
willing to sell their lands. 

• Residents are not willing to sell their lands they say that 
money as no value to what they have gained since they lived 
there.  Alpart is presently offering community persons 
$450,000 per acre for their land, but according to citizens 
they are only being paid for the top soil because every four 
(4) feet down is an acre. 

• Alpart is also offering an exchange system where they build 
houses for persons who have moved, pay for their land and 
pay $800 per fruit tree. 

• Community persons also claimed that the area where Alpart 
is relocating residents is a swamp area and the land already 
mined out. (Clarendon)   

 Community members are unhappy with the fact that the 
Bauxite industry has [controls] most (80%) of the land.   in 
Community members own the remaining 20%.   

 A community meeting was held recently with the Bauxite 
Company and residents of Ramble.  At that meeting it was 
said that within the next year Alpart Company Mining 
Ventures will be mining all the area. 

 The district is very small, 5-7 years ago it started to 
decrease, it got worst since this year (2003).  One 
community member said that “Ramble will soon look like a 
desert even the birds will feel it as there will be no trees to 
provide food for them.” 

 Where persons are relocated they will find it difficult to 
adjust to their new environ, “no freedom, no privacy, and 
farming will not be the same cause di soil dun mine out, 
bottom line money cannot compensate the damage that 
bauxite will do in Ramble.  The youth are just looking at the 
money now and not the long term effects of bauxite mining.” 
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Human Resources 
Coal burners 
Farmers 
Vendors 
N.B.  Only one person leaves the area to work; all the teachers at the 
school are from other surrounding districts. 
(Need to check if there are other resource persons with skills not 
being utilized) 

Attraction Sites/Natural Resources 

− Devil Hole.  This is a big and deep hole in a hill.  Sometimes 
you can hear the hole roar like thunder.  Once, slaves were 
told to pack stones in the hole everyday, however, each day 
they go back they would see no stones.  Some people came to 
see how deep the hole was.  They went down some feet down, 
said they would return to continue the rest of he journey but 
have done so. 

− Jerry Hole.  This is a pretty cave with pretty clear water 
running in it.  “There is a possibility that if mining and drilling 
is done in Ramble, the district may experience the same 
effects as in Harmons, i.e. water may start rising,” said one 
resident. 

Physical Resources 
The Ramble All Age School 
The Community Centre 
Ramble Jamaica Church of God 
Cemetery 
Playfield 
The Ramble SDA Church (relocated to Good Hope buts retains 
the name)  
Community Based Organizations 

Cricket Team 
JAS (started in 1930 and stopped in 2003) 
Ramble Youth Club 
Ramble P.T.A 

Ramble Mobility Map 
Residents of Ramble go to Porus for the Health Center, the 
Police Station, the Post Office and other business.  Children go 
to school in Bellefield and Mandeville, while teachers come from 
Porus, Redberry and Reeveswood. 

Vision 
 Not to have Bauxite mining out the area 
 To see the community’s condition improve e.g. roads fixed, 

more farming, better education etc. 
 To see more people within the community working 

Observation 
People want to monitor and contribute to their community’s 
development.  
 
District: River Bottom/Redberry 
River Bottom got its name because water has always settled 
there (i.e. even before June floods). River Bottom starts at the 
Prophecy Church coming from Porus, and ends at the junction. 
(needs more information)  “50 years ago there was a heavy rain 
fall but not like the present one.” 

Issues 
 Drain needs cleaning—if it rains now we might have another 

flood. 
 High unemployment among youth. 
 Batlas (sand fly) are biting up the children—this is because 

of unclean water in the area.  The water has been sprayed, 
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but this only helps for one night.  After that the Batlas come 
back.  “Di spray cum een like sperm to egg”, explained one 
angry resident. 

 Rapid birth rate—“yuh have person who just 25 and have up 
to five pickney, dis some times cause through poor 
educational background and lack of employment.” 

Discussions 
 It is felt by community persons that poor engineering of the 

Melrose Bypass contributed to the flooding of Porus during 
May-June 2002.  When the highway was built, a channel 
should have been built to lead the water through the 
community into Milk River.  N.B.  There is a drain from Melrose 
to Hampton Road, but it needs to be extended to Milk River 

 13 households were affected in River Bottom by the floods.  
Some are still unable to go into their houses today.  “Yuh si 
May-June is always water month fi wi, wata always deh ya 
during dem deh month, but last year was bad. Every body 
flood out.  Persons had to walk in water knee high or mud 
ankle high, while some person could not leave their homes.” 

 The area suffers from brain drain as person who acquire 
certain levels of qualification tend to leave the area saying 
that there are few employment opportunities in Porus.  Most 
go to Mandeville to work, others do a little chicken rearing.  
Yam farming does not do well in this area. 

The Flood 
“May 23 2002 Labour Day rain began.  After the 1st night water 
started rising, by the 2nd night it got worse.   

“More than 10 families started moving outside of their homes.  
Warning was being issued for about 2-3 weeks during the rain.” 

Causes of the Flood 
 The relief drains needed maintenance; garbage and trees 

block up the gullies. N.B. The drainage runs through 
Hampton Road, Penny Bridge in Scott’s Pass, St. Jago and 
empties in Milk River. 

 Melrose Bypass empties water heavily when it rains. The 
floodwater passes off the Bypass into Browns Town, Trinity, 
Hampton Road, from Prentice into River Bottom and then to 
Top Redberry. 

 No channels to direct the water. 

Effects of the Flood 
 20 houses and 3 shops were flooded out 
 Persons left their houses 
 12 remained in their house during the rain. 
 Presently only 1 person return from the 8 families which had 

left.  
 Families are still living elsewhere either with relatives or at 

rented houses.  (Some persons end up with added expense 
having to pay rent and extra light bills, which they never had 
to do in their life before the flooding.) 

 11 houses are still under water (July 2003). 
 Stagnant water has bad odour and mosquitos breed. 

Human Resources 
 4 principals (3 male, I female) 
 Shopkeepers 
 Police 
 Electricians 
 Chef 
 Nurses 
 Domestic helpers 
 Masons 
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 Pastors 
 Pre-train teachers 

Physical Resources 
 Church of God of Prophecy 
 First Born Apostolic 
 Nazarene Church of God 

Vision 
 To have a packaging factory for farm produce. 
 To have a warehouse so that person would not have to 

journey to Kingston for goods. 
 To see gully and roads to be cleaned. 
 To put up speed limit signs. 
 Landscape to develop area, e.g. for housing, drainage, and 

road construction. 
 To put in a main channel from the Bypass and widen drains to 

Penny Bridge. 

Findings 
 River Bottom is a part of Red Berry 
 Water Mouth is a different district from Red Berry (needs 

clarification) 
 Water Mouth starts at Junction and continues to Spring 

Grove 
 Red Berry starts at the train line and ends at Ms. Jolly’s 

shop. 
 
District: Battersea 
Issues 
 Unemployment 
 Need for a training centre for students who are functionally 

literate 

District: Old Porus 
Issue 
Heavy motor traffic through the area at high speed 

Physical Resources 
Abattoir 
Seventh Day Adventist Church 
Shops 
Houses 
 
District: Porus (Proper) 

Physical Resources 
New Testament Church of God 
Our Lady of the Assumption Catholic Church 
Right Choice Bar & Jerk Centre 
Wood Work Shop 
Porus Community Centre and Sports Complex (1939) 
Dan’s Day Care & Pre-School 
Raymood & Sher Kool Out Spot 
Unipet Gas Station 
AC’s Enterprise 
Knight Delicious Fast Food 
Porus Primary School 
Kani Movies 
Doctor’s Office 
Electoral Office of Jamaica (Manchester Southern) 
National Health Fund Registration Centre 
Porus Police Station 
Trinity Baptist Church (Founded 1840) 
Porus High School 
NCB 24 hr. ATM Machine 
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Nationwide Insurance Agents and Consultants Ltd. (NEM, ICWI, 
DYOLL, UGI American Home) 

Henry’s Haberdashery 
Porus Minor Diner 
Quality Car Care & Service 
Manchester Coop Credit Union Porus Branch 
Prospect Ebenezor Community Clinic 
Porus Jewellery Store 
Diocese of Jamaica St. Augustines Church (Anglican) 
Porus Infant School 
Irie Snacks 
The Dee’s Pastries and Things 
New Management Pub 
Mack D’s Auto Sales 
Porus Craft Market 
Sharon’s Bar & Restaurant 
Kea’s International Tea Shop & Bar (Open 24 hrs) 
Texaco Gas Station 
Samfo’s Wholesale Ltd. 
Millie’s Place—Bar & Restaurant 
Alpart Mining Venture/Alumina Partner of Jamaica and Jamalco 
Trade Mark Communication 
Henry’s Mini Mart 
Ebenezor Chapel United Pentecostal Church of Jamaica (Porus) 
Barnett’s Emporium/Supermarket, Wholesale, & Hardware 
Barnett’s Quick Snack 
Mac’s Auto Spare Ltd. 
Birth Mark Restaurant 
McLyn Pub 
Ramsay’s Cool Pub 
Porus Branch Library 
Occasion Beauty Salon 

Wheels and Wheels Auto Brokers 
The Order of Melthezoeq  
The Hub 
Porus Craft Market 
Persad Hardware 
Henry’s Enterprise 
Porus Post Office—The Post Office offers the following 
services: 
• Parcel 
• Registered letters, general delivery 
• NIS Pension—Path Programme 
• Sell Postage Stamp 
• Postal orders 
• Moneygram service 
• Paymaster service—for the payment of light bill, water, 

telephone and internet 
• Delivery of express mail and parcels 
• Priority mail service—this is a 24 hr mail service within the 

island.  This service cost $100.00, but it is dependent on the 
size and weight of the letters. 

Porus Health Centre—The health centre is a type lll and offers 
the following services: 
• Dental 
• Postnatal 
• Child health and welfare 
• Mental health 
• Family planning 
• Pap smear 
• Dressing  
• Treatment for Sexually Transmitted Diseases 
• Curative 
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There is also a doctor that comes every Friday.  The health 
centre also has a pharmacy that opens on Fridays. 
 
Community  Harmons                          July 9, 2003 

District: Harmons (Proper) 

Issues 
 No doctor attending Harmons Health Centre 
 No postal service 
 No piped water (potable water) 
 Water and dust pollution 
 Need assistance for shut-ins with food and health service 
 No employment “no work, no job” 
 Flooding  

 Infections because of flood water and dust such as:  
Mosquito and fly nuisance, Chicken Pox, and Bumps 

 Insufficient streetlights 
 Unavailability to pay tax by senior citizens 
 Need a community centre 
 Need more unity—“people need to come together to address 

issues.  Only one or two people stand.  Yuh si when yuh a lick 
out pon a issue an when di time come fi yuh deal wid it a yuh 
one lef fi stan’ up inna di judgment.”   

 
Discussion Sheet 
No Doctors 
Causes—Dr. Gordon who was the doctor stopped visiting in the 
1980s when the road was very bad and it was very difficult to 
get into Harmons.  The system has broken down.   

Effects 
 Persons either had to travel to Porus, Mandeville or May Pen 

for health care; this was quite expensive   
 Treatment took a longer time to be administered 
 Clinic was only used for anti-natal services or for dressing 

bruises and cuts; no basic services.  

Clinic Days 
Nurses from Porus visit the area three times per month; every 
1st Fridays is general health care day for all age groups; every 
2nd Monday is pre-natal clinic and every 3rd Monday is baby clinic.  
Persons still feel that there is a need to have a doctor or nurse 
stationed in the area. 
 
Infections because of flood water and dust 
• Fly and Mosquito Nuisance.  The floodwater had settled in 

some areas.  Flies and mosquitos breed in the water.  Even 
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though the water has dried up Health Service has little 
impact on the aftermath—germs and fungus.  This affects 
young and old, but especially babies and infants. 

• Chicken Pox.  Chicken Pox is taking over the district.  Over 8 
children have been affected.  “This was a trend here.”  

• Bumps.  Bumps develop on children’s skin; it itches then turns 
into sores.  “A lot of money is spent on medical bills and even 
when you send bills to Alpart nothing happens. 

Solution 
To have a nurse visit the area and inject the children so that 
they don’t get chicken pox or bumps.  

Need for Employment. Females are mostly affected.  “Out of 
100 persons about 90 not working in both sexes,” said one young 
man from the community.  The men are more likely, though, to 
get jobs especially if they have a skill.  Some persons get 
seasonal job at Alpart but they are the only ones being used each 
season.  “Alpart need fi rotate di wuk.” 

Need for Employment.  Causes—Mining has taken the livelihood 
of farmers which they depend on; (traditional/subsistence). 

Effects 
• Can’t pay tax 
• Can’t take care of family 
• Life becomes a financial challenge 
• Have to travel beyond means to get service—mall, medical 

etc. 

Flooding.  “It is the worst flooded area in Jamaica.  The water 
was very deep, blocking off access.  The only entrance and exit 
was the road going to New City via St. Jago via Porus.  The water 
was about 70 ft deep in Green Pond and about 60 ft in Harmons 
(Proper).     

The older folks say that this type of flooding occurred before.  
However, this time the flooding was caused from the blasting of 
the bauxite by Alpart Mining Venture.  Water was first seen 
where the first pit was mined.  Community persons did not view it 
as anything strange.  The water rose to a certain height and then 
the next water started rising.  

Need for a Post Office.  There was a post office at John 
Robinson but it was closed due to the poor conditions.  Persons 
are forced to go to Porus for services.  “Need to have one for 
ourselves – suggest putting it in the clinic building.” 

Need for Potable Water.  Need a permanent system so people 
do not have to depend on Alpart.  Alpart transports water to the 
three community tanks, but two are leaking and the other is 
rusty.  “Tank bad, wata affi settle before wi can use it.”  

Dust.  The community persons are having break out of asthmas 
and sinuses, sometimes water that is stored in drums or tanks 
become very dirty due to the mining and persons are not properly 
compensated.  One community person said, “Lady, Alpart claim 
seh di dust nuh affect wi but yuh si di sugar factory weh deh a 
Clarendon when dem a burn di canefield wi si di trash a fly inna di 
air up yah.  So wi want fi tell Alpart she dust have no limit.”  

Community Centre Needed.  No meeting place; the youth club 
meets under a tree.   
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Community’s View about Alpart  
• Community persons believe that “All di footage that CVM 

took on what is happening, nutten nuh come pon T.V.  BUY 
OUT – CVM bought by Alpart.” 

 One Community person said “dem gi mi headache, cause dem 
no employ me.  One whole bunch of keys was lost and he 
found it and was offered money, he then said that he 
preferred to get a job and it was not given to him.” 

 The company work alongside the Progressive Youth Club. 

Natural Resource 
Bauxite 

Physical Resources 
Shops 
St. Jago All Age 
St. Jago Basic 
Harmons Baptist 
New City Church of God of Prophecy 
One by One Missionaries 
Green Pond Open Bible 
Harmons Seventh Day Adventist 
Harmons Health Centre 
Kingdom Hall 
Sharon’s Hot Spot Restaurant 
Harmons All Age 
2 Woodwork Shop 
Block Factory 
Craig’s Quick Snack 
Dor’s Beer Joint 
Harmony House 
Shop Rite Mini-Mart 

The Tint Shop 

Human Resources 
Masons 
Plumbers 
Carpenters 
Painters 
Shopkeepers 
Labourers 
Hairdresser 

Community Based Organization 
Harmons Progressive Youth Club 
 
Vision 
 Used organization to structure employment for everyone e.g.  

Raise cottage, farm, for everyone and store proceeds 
especially for shut-ins from Alpart Project. 

 To see more people working 
 To see the area built up in terms of more houses and 

businesses such as supermarket and livestock.  This will 
enhance the community’s development. 

 
District: Green Pond 
Background Information 
Green Pond is 1 mile of district.  There are about 300 persons 
living there and about 90 houses.  50% of the population is 
female; the other males.  Only about 10% of the population is 
working. 

Issues 
 Bad roads 
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 Need piped water—Alpart Company trucks water to the 

district.  One community person said that, “the M.P. used to 
send water before Alpart came into the district”. 
 Need land-line telephone  
 Need training centre—This will train the young people in 

areas like masonry, carpentry, electrical, sewing, baking etc. 

How has the flooding Affected Green Pond? 
Since the May Floods the Wateryard Gully rose to the road 
causing the community to be separated.  People living beyond 
Rocky Gully could not reach the Harmons square.  They had to 
travel Banana Ground and on to the 
main road of Crawl/New City to get 
vehicle to go to Porus.  The other 
houses on entering the district from 
Harmons square had to use a bridle 
track to reach the main road. 

Pictures show: 
 the height of the water on entering 
the community of Green Pond.  The 
wire from the light pole to the tree 
shows the exact height. 
 a section of the road that was still 
under water upon entry into the 
district (taken on July 9, 2003).    

The main economic activity for the 
district is ackee, however since the 
flood rains the water affected the 
ackee trees causing them to dry up.  

The area is not a farming area and so 
farmers resort to livestock farming.   

Fruit Trees 
Orange     Mangoes 
Coconut    Guinep 
Starapple    Pear 

Human Resources 
Cane cutters   35 
part workers   20 
Dressmaker     1 
Hairdresser     1 
Masons, Farmers and Electricians 

Land Tenure:  The bauxite company owns most (80%) of the 
land in the district.  N.B.  Meetings have been held in the 
community to talk about relocating persons.   

District: New City 
Background Information 
The area was first called Crawl and had only 3 houses.  It was not 
until the late 80’s more houses started being built in the area.  
The district starts at the Alpart stop sign and continues to Mr. 
Brown’s house, which is the last house on the right before 
turning the corner to reach the square.  New City was not 
affected by the flood rains 

Issues 
Dust from Alpart Mining:  Effects—House can’t keep clean, 
affects furniture, eyes and some persons even get colds.   Not 
getting support from persons to represent issues affecting the 
district. 
Noise pollution:  When there is a blast house floors are busted.  
Residents are removed temporarily if they are near temporarily 
from blasting  
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Bauxite Company/Community Relations:  Persons view the 
bauxite company as not being a good thing.  One community 
person said, “wi need more representation from the community to 
represent New City at the Joint venture meetings. 

Land Tenure:  As seen earlier in Green Pond, Bauxite owns most 
of the lands.  This can be seen as follows: 

Vision 
 To see the district developed in terms of having a 

community/skills centre where they can learn handcraft and 
other skills.  

 To have more streetlight 

Observation 
Children were seen swimming in of the Alpart mining pits.  When 
they were asked what else was done there, they said they do 
fishing there.  Fishing is not done on a large scale it is only for 
home purpose.   
 
District: John Robinson 
This districts starts from Bailey’s corner and ends at a house 
beyond the Harmons All Age School. 

Issues 
 Need a post office—persons have to go to Porus in order to get 
access to a postal services 
 No piped water—Alpart takes water once per week to the 
district.  “Persons have to walk and beg water if they have 
none” 
 Need land line telephone 
 Need employment “no wuk especially for persons in the age 
group 30 and up”.  It was also said by a community person that 

persons within the district have a lot of children and cannot 
afford to send them to school. 
 Need additional streetlights—there is only one at the school 
and one at Ms. P. shop. 

Discussion 
 Two families have been relocated to Magilchrist Pen and 
Knockpatrick in John Robinson due to bauxite mining 

- A church group by the name One by One to Jamaica, Lakeland 
in America build houses for persons in the community who are 
in need.  About 100 houses have been built. 
 During the May flooding children going to school had to travel 
to Toll Gate and then to Porus for school.  This affected the 
children’s attendance in going to school. 

Mobility: 
Residents of John Robinson and Harmons go to Porus for the 
Post Office, Health Center and schools, to Mandeville for 
schools, doctor visits and banking services and Tollgate for 
shopping.  Taxi fare is $50 to all three destinations.  For $50 
more, people go to May Pen for shopping.   

Human Resources 
Farmers   Cane cutters 
Shopkeepers   Day worker 
Taxi drivers   Electricians 
Welders  

Fruit Trees 
Tangerine   Mango 
Starapple   Orange 
Pear    Banana 
Apple    Grapefruit 
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Vision 
 To get land line phones 
 To see water running 
 To get a doctor into the community  

 
District: Reeveswood 
Issues 
 Need piped water 
 Need work   
 Need a piece of land so that it can be developed into a 

playfield so that the youth can find something to do 
especially in developing their sporting skills  
 Need skills training courses to be taught for young people in 

the area 

Discussion 
 60% of the land is owned by Bauxite companies especially 

JAMALCO 
 No mining has been done in the area has yet but samples have 

been taken possibly for future mining. 

Water.   There is no piped water in the district.  About ½ of the 
district has pipes but no water is running through them.  There is 
also a pumping station but no pump installed.  Since there is no 
water it affects farming and also employment.  

 

Need Employment.   The young people in the district lack skills. 
Therefore they are either unemployed or underemployed.    
Females often leave the community after graduating from 
school to seek employment and some do not return after 
acquiring jobs.  This leaves the district with mostly males.   “If 

development begins, whether sports or otherwise, females will 
be drawn to the area.” 

Farming.  There is no market for produce so farmers have to 
eat what they produce.  The shops usually market what the 
farmers produce. 

Farming Produce. Yam, banana, ground provisions, corn and other 
cash crops.  Sorrel plentiful at Christmas but no market for it. 

Organization 
RedBerry All Stars Sports Club is a joint organization for young 
people of Reeveswood and Redberry.  It started six months ago 
but lacks sponsorship.   

Human Resources 
Masons 
Woodworkers 
Electrician 
Carpenters 
Farmers 
“whole heap a young people” 
Shopkeepers 
Chicken rearers 
Taxi operators 

Physical Resources 
Shops 
Holiness Born Again Church 
Reeveswood Basic School 
Houses 

Mobility Map 
Residents of Reeveswood go to Porus for banking/ATM, shopping, 
the Health Center, the Post Office, the Police Station, water and 
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schools, including basic school.  (They also go to St. Jago for the 
basic school). 

They go to Mandeville for shopping, appliances, banking, 7work, 
paying taxes and the Mandeville Hospital.  The fire station is also 
located in Mandeville.   

They are strongly oriented to May Pen for schools, business, 
shopping, banking and paying taxes.  They also indicated that 
residents of May Pen come into the area, presumably for work 
with the bauxite company.   

Venn Diagram Discussion 
- Youth Club—if it continues to be active jobs will be inevitable.  

It has impacted on the sports development in the community.  
The Club went to the quarterfinals of the football competition 
but emerged winners of the cricket competition. 

- Manchester Football Association—helps with the sports club 
- Reeveswood Basic School—many small children from the 

district goes to this school 
- The church is not really active in the district 
- SDC—“Mr. John, was instrumental in the formation of the 

youth club” 
- Shop—the shop is the key sponsor for the youth club 

Vision 
 To get gear for the youth club sports teams 
 To have funded social activities and skills training 
 To have a basic school for children in Reeveswood so they do 

not have to travel to Porus or St. Jago 
 To see the Manchester apparel and the tobacco farm re-

opened so that employment can be provided for persons 
 To get better pipes that will source water from the well in 

Broadleaf 

 To the opening of other free zones 
 To see St. Jago land being developed into plaza’s and housing 

schemes instead of being used for dumping.  A factory could 
also be built there. 

N.B.  The traffic department needs to address the taxi issue. 
 
District: Top St. Toolis            July 22, 2003 

St. Toolis adjoins Clarendon Park property.  The land is a V with 
St. Toolis at the point of the V.  It is said that the name of the 
district might have come from a family that had lived there. 

Historical Information 
 Houses used to be made from white lime and tone 
 Each year a new building goes up 
 The road was only dirt and stones, a lot of bushes were in the 

area 
 Persons used to cut bush to make houses 
 Donkeys was the main means of transportation  
 Pine, corn and apples were grown on a large scale 
 To judge the time persons would either look down at their 

shadow, listen when the train is passing, listen for a donkeys 
bray or listen to the rooster crowing 

 Porus market was much more popular than the one in 
Mandeville 

 For certain illnesses like a cold or bellyache, person would 
use; jack in di bush, marigold and cerusse. 

 The railway was used when taking long journey 
 Bauxite had owned some of the land in this time 
 Anderson property was the largest property and it was 

rented to community persons 
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 Corn—stew green corn and boiled corn was the most popular 

meal. Corn was also used to make porridge.  They would take 
the green corn and grater it for use.  When the corn was dry, 
they would boil water, soak the corn in it.  This could be used 
to make dumpling, pudding and tire leaf (dukunoo).   

 Tire leaf—flour would be used with the corn to tighten it, 
then add sugar to sweeten, put mixture in banana leaf and 
put in a kerosene tin to boil. 

 Making a fire—put the large pieces of wood at the bottom 
and bram bram on the top.  Then light with matches (no 
kerosene oil).   

 The days were longer then.  Now the days have become 
shorter; as it is stated in the New Testament, end time will 
bring about shorter days.  Some time in the year the days 
are longer than others. 

 Children use to play hide and seek, moonshine and ring game 
in the dark.   

 Mr. Vaz lives in the States but was from the area.  He is now 
trying to build the area with sporting activities. 

 Road was fixed four years ago. 

Issues 
 Need running water   
 No employment 
 Need community centre/skill training centre to be re-opened 
 No market for crops 
 Need basic school 
 Need a connecting road for Anderson district (has 20 

houses) and St. Toolis. 
 Need electricity in Anderson district and Campbell Town 
 Need assistance in farming 

Prioritized Issues 
 Need water 
 Need road 
 Light 
 Employment 
 Skills training centre 
 Need basic school 

Discussion 
Need for Water:  The community has been without water for 
over fifty years.  There is serious water problem especially in 
times of drought.  Tanks are their main source of water; some 
are leaking or have low water supply in district homes.  If 
persons have no water they have to beg or wait on rainfall.  

The parish tank is in Bottom St. Toolis approximately 3 miles 
from Top St. Toolis, “government give water when they feel a 
mind.”  “If water supply comes farming could be on a large scale, 
said a community person.” 

Daily Use 
Washing 
Farming purposes—especially when there is no rainfall 
Feed animals 
Cook 
Clean 
For drinking and bathing 

Water Sources 
 There is a well drilled by WINDALCO beside the ball ground 

in Top St. Toolis. 
 There is a spring and five wells in Bottom St. Toolis 
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Solution 
 To query with the Bauxite company about helping the district 

with water from the well 
 To set up tanks at points within the district 
 Repair tanks in the district 

Need for Connecting Roads 
 Anderson Road has been cut for over 80 years.  The road has 

deep holes that has never been fixed.   “not even donkey can 
walk pon it,” when people sick dem pad donkey fi carry dem.” 
It needs urgent fixing. 

 Huggins road also needs to be finished fixing, they started 
two years ago 

 A retaining wall is needed “right beside Ms. Miriam house.” 

Electricity.   Electricity is needed off St. Jago road near the 
school and also in Anderson District which ahs 20 houses.  “From 
ever since over 90 years they have been without electricity.  
Some houses have been wired (about 3) but cannot get it past 
for receiving electricity.” 

Farming Lands.  The lands owned by the bauxite company are 
leased to persons in the district.  They are not ready for mining 
in the district has yet.   

Crops planted are: corn, cassava, yellow yam and need water for 
cash crops.  Ackee is an economical crop and supplies the factory 
in St. Elizabeth.  Because of poor road conditions, other crops 
are sold only in the district “can’t get out to sell” 

Fruit trees include: 
Guinep    Breadfruit 
Naseberry   Banana 
Ackee    Grapefruit 

Coconut   Papaya 
Mango    Sweetsop 
Jackfruit   Passion fruit 
Cane    Orange  

Need for Employment 
Person needs training; over 300 persons are unemployed. People 
are qualified while other has potential and just need help. 

Areas for Training -- Sewing, Hairdressing, Food and 
Nutrition, Electrical skills, Agriculture, Computer, Child Care, 
Masonry, Carpentry  

Human Resources:  Masons, Carpenters, Higglers 

Venn Diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vision 
 Improved water system 
 To have a good playfield 
 To have a good club 
 To have an healthy environment 
 To have land line telephone 

Highlights 
Competition in cricket and netball 
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	SOCIAL CONDITIONS
	
	Table DA7.3  Porus Population Size and Change
	Table DA7.5  Porus Population Projection 1991 – 2


	Unemployment was the most significant issue for M
	Participants in the interventions in Porus and surrounding communities did not indicate any particular health problems.
	Chicken Pox.  Chicken Pox is taking over the dist
	
	3.1Topography
	Figure DA7-3 shows that the Porus DA is a largely flat area surrounded on three sides by steep hills.


	3.2Hydrology, Geology and Soils
	3.3Climate
	People were able to find jobs at several places -- Railway Warehouse.  This provided employment for community persons.  The warehouse handled cargo for buck stuff and freight ,   stored central local cars, trucks, heavy equipments and materials.  There w
	Disasters -- See Section 3.5.
	
	
	
	
	
	To store meat, people made Corn Pork:
	The Vision of Porus --  the Way Forward:






	10EARLY ACHIEVABLE TASKS
	Who Responsible
	Within this period there were several sources of employment and people were able to find jobs.
	Railway Warehouse.  This provided employment for community persons.  The warehouse handled cargo for buck stuff and freight which stored central local cars, trucks, heavy equipments and materials
	Property Owners:  Lord and Clarke owned the hillsides; big houses
	Settlement Houses
	Medical Care:  Doctors owned clinics and pharmacies
	Churches
	Bottle Company: D & G, Coca Cola outlets opened
	
	
	
	
	
	The Way Forward






	Social Issues
	Discussion
	Need for a playfield:  In June 2002, during the heavy floods the field was destroyed.  Water coming from the Melrose Bypass was the reason for the destruction of the playfield.  Currently there are a lot of dirt and debris on the field, so the entire pla
	Solution identified by community members
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	Community Based Organization
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	Melrose Mobility:
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	Vision
	Location
	Issues
	Discussion
	Bad Roads.  Since the flood rains in May 2002, th
	Need for Streetlight.  Two more are needed urgently as there is only one at the pump house.
	Human Resources
	Physical Resources
	
	
	District: Clarkes Town



	Social Issues
	Human Resources
	Physical Resources
	Vision
	
	
	District: Spring Grove



	Issues
	Discussions
	Road need to be fixed especially in Darkins Road.  When it rains the water that runs from Darkins affects persons who live at the bottom of the road.

	Solution
	Need a Basic School.  We are desperately in need of a basic school building.  Currently the school is housed in the Mount Zion Sanctuary Church of God 7th Day which is very inconvenient.  There are twenty-nine (29) students on register, students are be
	Need Streetlights.  “di area want more light, onl
	Need Employment.  “Di yute dem nuh ave nutten fi 

	Solution
	Skills Training Centre.  This could teach the youth how to utilize their talents.

	Need better Water System.  More houses are being built which is currently putting pressure on the pipes.  To get high water pressure they could put bigger pipes in place.  Currently one-inch pipes are in place.
	Human Resources
	Physical Resources
	Natural Resources
	Visions
	
	
	District: Coffee Grove



	Demographics
	Issues
	Discussion
	Unemployment.  Unemployment affects all age group
	N.B. N.W.C. personnel are looking at the problem.
	Need for a Basic School.  “The children in the di
	Resources
	Vision
	
	
	District: Good Hope



	Issues
	
	
	District: Ramble



	Background Information
	Population
	Issues
	Discussions
	Human Resources
	Attraction Sites/Natural Resources
	Devil Hole.  This is a big and deep hole in a hill.  Sometimes you can hear the hole roar like thunder.  Once, slaves were told to pack stones in the hole everyday, however, each day they go back they would see no stones.  Some people came to see how dee
	Jerry Hole.  This is a pretty cave with pretty cl
	Physical Resources
	Ramble Mobility Map
	Vision
	
	
	District: River Bottom/Redberry



	Issues
	Discussions
	
	
	The Flood



	Causes of the Flood
	
	
	Human Resources



	Physical Resources
	Vision
	Findings
	
	
	District: Battersea



	Issues
	
	
	District: Old Porus



	Issue
	Physical Resources
	Physical Resources
	Issues
	Causes—Dr. Gordon who was the doctor stopped visi
	Effects
	Clinic Days
	Nurses from Porus visit the area three times per month; every 1st Fridays is general health care day for all age groups; every 2nd Monday is pre-natal clinic and every 3rd Monday is baby clinic.  Persons still feel that there is a need to have a doctor o
	Infections because of flood water and dust
	Chicken Pox.  Chicken Pox is taking over the dist
	Bumps.  Bumps develop on children’s skin; it itch
	Solution
	Need for Employment.  Causes—Mining has taken the
	Flooding.  “It is the worst flooded area in Jamai
	The older folks say that this type of flooding occurred before.  However, this time the flooding was caused from the blasting of the bauxite by Alpart Mining Venture.  Water was first seen where the first pit was mined.  Community persons did not view it
	Need for Potable Water.  Need a permanent system 
	Dust.  The community persons are having break out
	Community Centre Needed.  No meeting place; the youth club meets under a tree.
	Community’s View about Alpart
	Natural Resource
	Physical Resources
	Human Resources
	Community Based Organization
	Vision
	
	
	
	District: Green Pond
	Background Information




	Issues
	How has the flooding Affected Green Pond?
	Fruit Trees
	Human Resources
	Land Tenure:  The bauxite company owns most (80%) of the land in the district.  N.B.  Meetings have been held in the community to talk about relocating persons.
	District: New City
	Background Information
	Issues
	
	
	
	
	
	Vision


	District: John Robinson
	Issues
	Discussion
	Mobility:
	Human Resources




	Fruit Trees
	Vision
	District: Reeveswood
	Issues
	
	
	
	
	
	Need Employment.   The young people in the district lack skills. Therefore they are either unemployed or underemployed.    Females often leave the community after graduating from school to seek employment and some do not return after acquiring jobs.  Thi
	Farming.  There is no market for produce so farmers have to eat what they produce.  The shops usually market what the farmers produce.






	Farming Produce. Yam, banana, ground provisions, corn and other cash crops.  Sorrel plentiful at Christmas but no market for it.
	Organization
	
	
	
	
	
	Physical Resources

	Mobility Map





	Issues
	Prioritized Issues
	Discussion
	Need for Water:  The community has been without water for over fifty years.  There is serious water problem especially in times of drought.  Tanks are their main source of water; some are leaking or have low water supply in district homes.  If persons ha
	Daily Use
	Water Sources
	Solution
	Need for Connecting Roads
	Electricity.   Electricity is needed off St. Jago
	Farming Lands.  The lands owned by the bauxite company are leased to persons in the district.  They are not ready for mining in the district has yet.
	Crops planted are: corn, cassava, yellow yam and 
	
	
	
	
	
	Fruit trees include:






	Need for Employment
	Areas for Training -- Sewing, Hairdressing, Food and Nutrition, Electrical skills, Agriculture, Computer, Child Care, Masonry, Carpentry
	Human Resources:  Masons, Carpenters, Higglers
	Venn Diagram
	Vision
	Highlights

